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Time’s Warp
Among the Amish
Gets Quilted Into the Search
For an Alzheimer’s Cure



Letters from Tanzania

July 30, 2006

Dear Editor,
I am a 1966 graduate of “K” College and a

faithful reader of LuxEsto. I am submitting an
essay I wrote recently for your consideration for
publication. It tells the story of the first few
days my husband and I spent getting settled into
an African home in the middle of the banana
shambas on the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro in
Tanzania. We stayed nine months on that first
visit in 2004, returned for six months in 2005,
and by the time you receive this letter, we will be
in the final stages of our preparation to return for
three months this year. Why we went originally
is not material to why we have returned, which
has been primarily to fund school building
projects and to provide tuition for children to
attend primary and secondary schools. I could
provide more information about how we occupy
our time there, but I don’t imagine you need that.

What I think is more interesting is that the
reason I finally decided to cast my fate to the
African wind, so to speak, and make the decision
to live in Tanzania for an extended period of time
is primarily due to an article I read in LuxEsto
several years back about David Meek, a recent
graduate of “K,” telling of his decision to join the
Peace Corps and of his subsequent adventure in
Mwanza, Tanzania. His e-mail address was
included in the article, and using that I was able
to contact him and receive his monthly e-mails.
He also answered some specific questions about
his life there, which ultimately gave me the
feeling that we, too, could live there safely. I have
never met David, but I know we have more than
our “K” College education in common.

So I attach my essay in hopes it is something
you can use. I continue to enjoy the articles you
publish about life at “K” College, current
students, professors, and alums. Reading them is
what inspired me to send my essay along.

Linda Swalm Wolcott ’66



paused as I wrote this e-mail to Zawadi,
overcome with memories filled with the smells
and sounds of our African house on the cool slopes of
Mt. Kilimanjaro.

For almost nine months my husband Jim and I
lived in Tanzania in the middle of a banana shamba a
mile or two below Marangu, the last town on the road
that climbs steeply to the entrance of Kilimanjaro
National Park. Safari vehicles pass this way everyday
carrying visitors, guides, and porters to the end of the
road where they set off for the Kili peak, “the roof of
Africa.” This same road runs in front of Zawadi’s house,
where, on the south side, his father has put up a small
shop selling sodas, bottled banana wine, a variety of
Tanzanian beer, and plastic pouches of Kinyagi, the
clear hard liquor the serious drinkers favor. Zawadi
works there every day, from morning, when the distrib-
utors drive through picking up crates of empty bottles
and leaving new supplies, until evening, the busy time
when he sells drinks and overhears the stories,
arguments, and rumors of the day from the regulars
who stop by before heading home.

It’s a job he doesn’t seem to mind, but it’s hard to
tell; he would never complain. Working in the duka
gives him the opportunity to watch the only paved road
for miles around, the only show in town. Zawadi is like
many teenage boys in one way: he loves cars. He
knows the make and model of all the cars that travel the
road. He knows them by sight and sound. Like many
other neighborhood kids, he also knows the drivers, the
passengers, and everyone who passes on foot.

He knows their stories and their secrets,
powerful knowledge in a culture often driven by
superstition and rivalry. In time I learned that
few people know more about these things than a
man who was our neighbor, Mr. Msangi.

I don’t remember the first time I met Mr.
Msangi, and I can’t remember a time that I didn’t
know him. I remember the first day we moved
into our African house. Our landlord, Alex,
introduced us to many of our neighbors who had
dropped by to get a look at the Mzungus (the
Kiswahili word for white people), and then he
led us on a path through the neighborhood
shambas pointing out who lived where and who
was related to whom. We must have met Mr.
Msangi on that day, but, overwhelmed as we
were trying to get settled, I don’t remember
putting a name to his face then.

Three days in our house, we were still sur-
rounded by suitcases that couldn’t be unpacked
because the floors of the rooms where we
planned to organize things hadn’t been painted.
Our talented handyman, Antone, couldn’t see to
the painting because he had joined the team
working on our water tank.

Installation of the water tank was a project
requiring community effort. So on that warm
January afternoon many sweating, shirtless
African men—with only one shovel between

them—had assembled in our yard. They dug the holes,
poured the concrete, and set the supports and pipes in
the correct position. Mr. Msangi was surely there. He
had two such tanks of his own, I was to discover later,
and he was a leader. He did not make an imposing
physical impression, but he was strong; he could do
more jobs with his bare hands than most people could
do with tools. What’s more, people listened to him. A
job as important as a water tank installation could not
have happened without his input. I know this now, but
I didn’t know it then.

At the time, the only name and face I knew were
those of Antone, because he spoke English quite well.
Occasionally, he came in the house to ask my opinion
about whatever project he was working on—the tank,
the windows, the floors, the shelves he was building.
He was the only African man who came inside, and he
knocked to announce himself each time he entered.
One day I saw that Antone had enlisted a young helper,
a thin boy with a closely shaven head. He was shoeless
and wore a faded T-shirt that was too big and a pair of
shorts that were too small. He was quiet and respectful,
following Antone, fetching this and that obediently. He
came and went inside the house, not speaking to me,
perhaps not even looking at me, focused on his work.

On the fifth afternoon, I woke from a nap to hear
Antone and his helper talking quietly in the kitchen,
installing a new lock on the back door. I was groggy
with sleep, feverish; I didn’t feel well. I could not
return Antone’s smile. Instead I blurted, “How old is
this boy?” (continued on page 48)
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14 At Home in the World
by Madolene Stap
The K-Plan makes students at
home in the world and helps them
understand that the world is their
home, to which they have a
responsibility for service. Perhaps
that is why Kalamazoo College
ranks first among colleges and uni-
versities in the number (per
capita) of graduates who volunteer
for service in the Peace Corps.

18 Compass for Change
by Sabrina Savra ’02
From her own experience and
interviews with three other
alumnae, the author concludes
that a Kalamazoo College
education is an excellent compass
for the world of work and, more
importantly, for change in the
world of work.

27 A Father’s Legacy: Seeking
Families for Children
by Antonie Boessenkool ’99
Kathy (Hall) Ledesma ’71 has a
challenging job: finding families
for the many thousands of U.S.
children seeking adoption. Her
chief inspiration: what she knows
about her father’s lost childhood.

Plus a Tanzanian correspondence;
the most recent tenure appoint-
ments; a medical externship in
Providence, Rhode Island; the
College’s new “hearth and home;”
plus letters, class notes, campus
notables, and more …

Corrections
In the Fall issue, LuxEsto
misspelled the name of Jennifer
Redmann and misidentified the
gender of Mr. Angie Vlachos ’56.
Hans-Werner Grüninger died on
May 13, 2006, in Bern,
Switzerland.

LuxEsto is

based on the

College's

official motto,

Lux esto,

“be light.”

In 1975 senior Ami (Moss)
Simms (pictured above in
Amish dress) lived with the
Old Order Amish in Northern
Indiana, part of her senior indi-
vidualized project in anthropol-
ogy. Her hosts introduced her
to quilting, and quilts have
been part of her life ever since.
She makes them (more than
200 to date); she teaches quilt-
ing (in the United States,
Australia, Canada, England,
Italy, the Netherlands, and New
Zealand); and she writes books
(eight, so far) about the craft.
Today she has combined her
knowledge of quilting and the
Amish with her fearlessness in
the face of projects new and
large to respond to Alzheimer’s
disease. Her big project, the
Alzheimer’s Art Quilt Initiative,
raises money for research for a
cure, and thus serves a com-
mon good. But for Ami, it’s per-
sonal too. See page 22.

A fellowship in learning:
at home in the world
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To the Editor:

Michael Boyle’s letter (Summer ’06)
notes that Robert Fassnacht was killed
in the 1970 bombing by Vietnam War
protesters of the University of
Wisconsin’s Sterling Hall (the site of an
army-funded Mathematics Research
Center, with which Bob was not
connected). I wanted to share some
more information about Bob. He was a
member of my class, a 1958 graduate of
Kalamazoo College who earned his B.A.
in physics. At the time of his graduation
from “K,” he received a National
Science Foundation Award and a
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship. He earned
a M.S. degree in physics from the
University of Wisconsin in 1960 and a
Ph.D. in 1967. He was working on a
project in the mathematics building
when the explosion occurred in a truck
parked beside the building. Bob left a
wife, a three-year-old son, and one-year-
old twin daughters.

Marlene Crandell Francis ’58

To the Editor:

I just finished reading a great letter from
Michael Boyle ’65 in the Summer 2006
edition of LuxEsto. This letter should be
on the required reading list for all
present Kalamazoo College students
and faculty.

John Kuch ’60

To the Editor:

It was interesting to read in the Summer LuxEsto the letter
from Michael Boyle ’65, whom I remember from my days
at “K.” My letter is prompted by his but is not exactly a
response to it, and I hope will not be so regarded. He
could have begun his brief history of our times with the
Great Depression, in part to explain why there were so
many leftists to begin with. But World War II also works.
That war is usually presented as a straightforward conflict
between Good and Evil, perhaps the last such (or perhaps
the only such) in history. But the presence on our side of
Stalin’s Soviet Union calls that into question, as does, to a
lesser extent, the presence on the Axis side of Finland, a
country with a better claim than most to having been
unfairly treated in the 20th century. But Churchill and
Roosevelt did what they should have done: strengthened a
probable future enemy and threat to defeat an immediate
and overarching menace. I love what Churchill, a lifelong
and vehement anticommunist, said when chided for
leaping to the side of the Soviet Union when the Axis
attacked it: “If Hitler invaded Hell I would make at least a
favourable reference to the Devil in the House of Commons.”

We continued to choose the “lesser of two evils”
throughout the Cold War, a struggle that more than
anything else shaped people my age. The United States
often sided with bloody-handed tyrants provided they
were anticommunist. Many others besides liberals would
have protested the Cold War curtailments of civil liberties
had it not been for two underlying factors: first, when our
system of government and our leadership were compared
to those of the other side, it was pretty clear which was
preferable; second, there was a fundamental belief that our
leaders were, for all their mistakes, basically good people
with the best interests of the nation at heart.

During the 1960s, the nation was polarized. On one
extreme were those who believed that anyone who so
much as questioned our conduct in Vietnam should be
spied upon. Others believed that Ho Chi Minh and the
Viet Cong were just a bunch of nice guys, and that all
Americans in uniform were war criminals. The press may
have exaggerated the importance (and numbers) of the
strident minorities at the extremes. What I remember, and
what is hard to explain today, is the extent to which the
country was not polarized. Many soldiers realized that,
had their lives been only slightly different, they would
have been protesting in the streets, and vice versa. There
was a lot of intragenerational fellow-feeling across the
divide of Vietnam. My best friend was “in country” while I
protested the war. It has never affected our friendship.

LETTERS
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Another friend, in the 101st Airborne
Division, spent his leaves with my wife
and me, and he gave her his blood (first
jump) wings, knowing we were in the
antiwar movement. I remember walking
around Greenwich Village with him. He
wore a jacket with a screaming eagle on
the back. I worried someone might shoot
at us; then I reflected on the fact that
this was the safest place he had been
for months.

That was after I graduated. At “K” I
was a Republican, so it might seem odd
to those who remember me then that I
am now a Democrat. But political parties
change, and sometimes desert their con-
stituencies. My estrangement from the
Republicans began with the presidential
nomination of Barry Goldwater, who, for
all his faults, was nevertheless, I believe,
a good and decent man.

If the nation today is actually more
polarized that it was during the ’60s,
perhaps it’s because we’ve come to doubt
whether our leaders have the interests of
the people at heart. The present adminis-
tration is motivated by three objectives:
to increase its power, to increase the
advantages of the rich, and, in foreign
relations, conquest and empire. Under
Wilson and FDR, our country was the
hope of the world.

Some who might answer this letter
would refer to the undoubted bravery
and heroism of American troops in Iraq
and elsewhere and consider me an enemy
of our troops because I question the
advisability of our present policies. But
throughout history people have fought
courageously for causes that ranged from
questionable through mistaken all the
way to reprehensible. Some of the finest
soldiers in history served in Lee’s Army
of Northern Virginia. And the willingness
of people to die for a cause (and today’s
Islamic suicide bombers teach us this)
can never, alone, validate it.

I remain conservative in some philo-
sophical ways. I continue to believe in
truth, an objective reality, a “way things
really are,” despite our limited ability to
perceive these. Reality has a way of
tripping up the most effective public
relations campaigns. I think reality will
teach us that to fight the war on terror it
is not necessary that one nation spend 47

percent of the total world spending on armaments. There is always a
tradeoff between freedom and security. Neither can be completely
achieved. If we try to achieve either value totally, ignoring the other,
the quest itself undermines the value it seeks. Anarchy makes people
long for any security, even that of a dictatorship; but dictatorship
makes people long for any freedom, even that of anarchy.

Richard DeTar ’67

Dear Editor:

I write in response to the disquieting letter from Michael Boyle ’65 in
the summer 2006 issue of LuxEsto.

Mr. Boyle, a retired F.B.I. agent, defends the climate of fear that
was a factor in the College’s decision to dismiss one of its deans,
Russell Becker, during the McCarthy era for having signed a letter to
President Truman urging amnesty for the defendants in a prominent
Supreme Court case, Dennis v. United States. (Dean Becker, together
with many other Americans, believed that these people had been
wrongly convicted.) Mr. Boyle extends this defense to the climate of
fear that has gripped our country since September 11, 2001. Mr.
Boyle’s disregard for individual rights and civil liberties betrays a deep
misunderstanding of both American history and Constitutional law.

As Mr. Boyle notes, the climate of anti-communist hysteria in the
1950s “didn’t just happen.” Mr. Boyle seems to trace this climate to
Nazism and Japanese imperialism. He overlooks the blatant efforts of
politicians—notably Joseph McCarthy and Richard Nixon—to stoke
this hysteria in order to win elections and marginalize their political
opponents. He overlooks also the reluctance of other American
leaders and institutions to stake out a clear position opposing the
witch hunts that destroyed thousands of lives.

As to the Dennis case in particular, the defendants were convicted
not for having planned or attempted a coup but at bottom for having
organized reading groups that studied the works of Marx, Lenin, and
Stalin. Under later First Amendment law, the Dennis defendants likely
would not have been convicted. Subsequent Supreme Court cases—
some involving communists, some involving other unpopular
groups—clarified the underlying Constitutional principle, which is
that people cannot be punished for advocacy unless two conditions
are met. These conditions are that the speaker intends to “incite or
produce imminent lawless action” and that the speaker’s words are
“likely to incite or produce such action.” In the Dennis case, there
was neither intended imminence nor likelihood.

Mr. Boyle’s recountings of Dean Becker’s dismissal, the Dennis
case, the anti-war protests during the Vietnam era, and the post-
September 11 environment all boil down to one theme: that some
ideas are just too dangerous to be understood and debated. Whether
the idea in question is that an unrestrained free-market economy is
inherently unfair, or that U.S. military intervention in another
country does not serve our national interests or does not measure up
to our moral standards, or that Islam places strong demands on its
adherents to oppose the reach of U.S. military power and trade policy,
Mr. Boyle’s prescription seems to be the same. In the end, these ideas
are a threat to the nation, because (in his view) violence is their
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necessary outgrowth. Advocates of such ideas are for Mr. Boyle not
an intellectual or political challenge but a law-enforcement problem,
one to be dealt with not by argument but by espionage.

This is not the attitude toward ideas that Kalamazoo College
instilled in me. What “K” taught me at bottom is that when I feel
threatened by an idea I have a responsibility first and foremost to
understand it. This applies equally to seemingly innocuous ideas and
to ideas that the government or our culture declares to be dangerous.

That an idea carries with it some measure of danger is not
something easily determined. We need to sort out not only what the
danger is but for whom it is a danger. Is it a danger to a government
official whose career is built on bankrupt policies? Is it a danger to
executives of a multinational corporation, or to its major sharehold-
ers? Or is it a danger to me and to my neighbors, and to other people
like us throughout the country or around the world? These are very
different questions, and my conviction that I need to be careful in
separating and answering these questions is at the core of what I have
taken away from my years at Kalamazoo College.

This insistence on unpacking ideas—however dangerous they
may seem at first glance—is not just the essence of a Kalamazoo
College education. It is also the theory of the First Amendment: the
“marketplace of ideas,” to use Justice Holmes’s phrase. In this mar-
ketplace, ideas win favor not because the government puts its thumb
on the scale—say, by sending the F.B.I. out to infiltrate “radical”
groups or to hound people into renouncing unpopular views—but
because people have the freedom to teach, discuss, and advocate
competing ideas, no matter how radical. This does not mean that no
one is responsible in the situations where criminal activity is
traceable back to some “radical” idea. It just means that the law puts
the responsibility for the criminal activity where it belongs: not on
the idea but on the person who actually commits the criminal act.
That the Supreme Court sometimes loses sight of this principle, as it
did in the Dennis case, does not change the broad sweep of First
Amendment law in the last century.

Of course, Mr. Boyle might reply that my insistence on unpacking
and understanding allegedly “dangerous” ideas is a peacetime
luxury—that we must answer these matters differently in a time of
war. We can all agree that hindsight is 20/20. Our nation’s history
includes many episodes of war-time suppression of allegedly
dangerous ideas or people that later—in the cool light of reason—
turn out not to have been so dangerous after all. (Mr. Boyle himself
emphasizes—and defends—the nakedly racist internment of
Japanese-Americans during World War II.) The question is, what
conclusion should we draw from this fact about hindsight? One con-
clusion is Mr. Boyle’s: that war is fundamentally different from peace,
that freedom of speech is a luxury of peacetime, and that we need to
speak cautiously right now because the nation is at war. A different
conclusion—my conclusion—is that people get carried away when
our elected leaders tell us we’re engaged in a war, and that thoughtful
people—especially those with a liberal arts education—have a
responsibility not to get carried away at precisely those times.

This responsibility is more pressing today than perhaps at any
other time in our nation’s history. Mr. Boyle emphasizes several simi-
larities between Vietnam era protestors and people who now object to
the government’s attempts to restrict civil liberties. We should not
lose sight of another crucial similarity between the Vietnam era and

the post-September 11th era. Richard
Nixon claimed that as President he had
the unilateral authority to suspend the
Constitution—both in choosing targets for
wiretapping and in deciding which records
he would turn over to the Watergate pros-
ecutor. We now have a President who
seeks to revive and extend Nixon’s
approach—claiming the unilateral
authority not only to tap phone calls but
to detain people he declares to be enemies
and rewrite laws passed by Congress, and
to do much of this in open contravention
of the courts. This is not the time to yield
uncritically to claims that the President
and agencies under him need more
latitude to deal with allegedly dangerous
ideas. What is at stake once more is the
Constitution itself—both the Bill of Rights
and the separation of powers. Preserving
our Constitutional framework demands
more speech, not less, and it demands a
willingness to engage in speech precisely
on subjects that the government would
brand “dangerous.”

I am not proud of my college for
having fired Russell Becker because his
political views were perceived as too
radical. I am proud of my college for being
willing to revisit this piece of its history
and acknowledge its error. I hope that this
willingness is reflected in the current
speech climate on campus and that
students and faculty are free to discuss
today’s most pressing questions concern-
ing civil liberties.

Andrew Hamilton ’92

LETTERS
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why it needs to be renovated,” Smith added.
Someone who needed no convincing was the College’s

Director of Facilities Management Paul Manstrom. “Hicks
had long been a candidate for a complete makeover. As we
were finishing up the renovation of the Upjohn Library
Commons, we looked ahead to what was next and knew it
had to be Hicks.”

The building’s west wing, housing Old Welles and the
Stone Room, dates to the early 1940s. The east wing, home
to “New” Welles was added in the 1960s. Through the
years, new sections have been added and others
reconfigured.

The result, said Manstrom, is “an inefficient, expensive-
to-maintain maze of underused and unused space on
multiple levels,” that led one pundit during the design
phase to call Hicks “a museum for staircases.”

In fact, one of the major issues driving the renovation
is the need to provide a barrier-free building, which is no
small issue in a building that houses the College’s Office of
Disability Services.

“The renovation will remedy these problems and
more,” Manstrom added.

The “more” has a lot to do with how students currently
use—or rather, don’t use—Hicks.

Although it’s home to many essential services such as

f Stetson Chapel is the spiritual center of
Kalamazoo College, and Upjohn Library Commons
is the academic center, then where is the social center of the
campus, the place where the entire College community—
but primarily students—can kick back and put up its
academic feet?

Come summer 2008, the answer will be an unequivocal
“Hicks Student Center.”

Hicks is currently in the early stages of a top-to-
bottom, down-to-the-studs makeover slated to turn the
often quiet building into the lively core of campus
social life.

“Hicks will be a great place for the entire campus
community to come together,” said Lindsey Smith ’07.
“Students, faculty, staff, parents, and alumni will be able to
relax and connect here in an open, warm, and inviting space.

“It truly will be the College’s family room.”
Smith joined three other Kalamazoo students and six

members of the faculty, staff, and administration on a
planning committee charged with recommending which
functions to include in the student center, now undergoing
an 18-month, $14.5 million renovation.

From November 2005 through spring 2006, they
oversaw a design phase that involved choosing and working
with an architect (Tower Pinkster Titus Associates),
surveying students, and hosting frequent open meetings.

They also traveled to other colleges—Albion
(Michigan), Wheaton (Illinois) and St. Mary’s (Indiana)—in
order to inspect new student centers on those campuses
and talk to their counterparts about “what went right and
what went wrong in their efforts,” said Smith.

Committee members also took an up-close look at
Hicks, trekking to places within the building few knew
even existed.

“It was cool to see. But I now know better than ever

ON THE QUAD

“Hicks will be a great place for
the entire campus community

to come together.”

I
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Campus Security, Dean of Students, Residential Life,
Women’s Programming, and Multicultural Affairs, Hicks is
largely unpopulated except for the few hours each day when
students come to the cafeteria for meals.

Little activity takes place in Hicks after the dinner hour,
according to Planning Committee member David Council ’06,
now attending law school at Wayne State University in
Detroit.

“Students told us the campus needed an inviting, com-
fortable, and fun space—a ‘heart and hearth’ where they
could go throughout the day, but especially in the evenings
and on weekends. But the campus lacked that.”

Student surveys backed him up. And although the
College’s participation in the National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) for the last four years indicated that

18-Month, $14.5 Million
Makeover “Will Reinvigorate

Campus Life.”

BEING TRANSFORMED INTO THE COLLEGE’S “FAMILY ROOM”
Kalamazoo’s rigorous academic and experiential education
was among the best in the nation, the NSSE revealed that
the College’s “Supportive Campus Environment” needed
attention.

To be specific, the College has no viable student center.
“Students, faculty, and staff told us that the College

needs a place that fosters relationships, balances the
academic rigors of campus life, and celebrates being a
Kalamazoo College student,” said Council.

“That place will be the renovated Hicks Student Center.
And it will reinvigorate campus life.”

Students also insisted on an energy efficient and envi-
ronmentally sustainable building. After some debate and
what Manstrom described as a “respectful civil protest,”
students convinced the Planning Committee to recommend
that the College pursue LEED certification, a nationally rec-
ognized program meant to ensure accountability in creating
a “green” building. [See story, page 8]

Council, Smith, and Manstrom all said that the “new”

STUDENT CENTER
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Student-Led
Effort Leads
ToLEED
t’s not easy being green. Just ask

Tyson Cook ’06.
In the fall of 2005, the senior physics major joined

the Campus Energy Group (CEG), a group of
Kalamazoo students, faculty, and staff who encourage
others within the campus community to curb oil, elec-
tricity, and natural gas use. They spread their message
of energy conservation through campaigns such as “Use
Less Energy Week” and “Energy Free Friday.”

At a meeting during the winter quarter of 2006, the
group discussed energy use in the newly renovated
Upjohn Library Commons. The consensus was that a
lot of environmentally friendly design elements and
energy efficient materials had gone into the 100,000
square-foot rebuild. But that “we missed the opportunity
to make the building truly sustainable” in ways that
included energy savings, air quality, water preservation,
and more, said Cook.

“We didn’t want to miss that chance with the Hicks
renovation.”

After studying the issue, Cook and company deter-
mined that the best way to ensure their goals was
through an official process, such as LEED certification.

“Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) provides a roadmap for incorporating green
elements into the design and construction phases of a
building, as well as its continued operation,” said
Cook, who earned a B.A. in physics and is now at
Stanford University pursuing an M.A. in civil and envi-
ronmental engineering.

At the start of a building project, he explained,
there are many good intentions to “go green.” But
without a framework in place to ensure that guidelines
are followed and documented, then performance goals
can be sidetracked.

“LEED makes everyone accountable for following
through on the commitment.”

Cook and fellow CEG members made their case to
the Hicks Renovation Planning Committee (HRPC) at
an open meeting on campus. After review, the HRPC
declined their request, citing increased costs—as much
as $150,000 for what they felt was largely unnecessary
paperwork.

“We were committed to making Hicks as environ-
mentally efficient and green as possible,” said
Committee member Paul Manstrom, the College’s
director of facilities management, “and felt it was better
to put those dollars directly in green design and
materials.

Hicks will also have “the WOW factor” going for it.
Although the overall footprint of the building will

change little, the main entrance will be expanded outward
about twelve feet and the roofline raised. Soaring glass walls
that flank it will “bring the Quad into the building and the
building out to the Quad,” said Manstrom.

An inviting atrium lobby will deliver direct sightlines to
important functions on three levels, including the dining
hall, a pub-like cyber café (sorry, no alcoholic beverages), the
bookstore, game room, and numerous open gathering spaces.

Student organization spaces will be visibly connected to
the Quad, and the campus radio station WJMD will
broadcast from a booth in sight of the lobby entrance.
Student Development offices and the Health and
Counseling Centers will be joined in spaces better suited to
student needs.

New kitchen and student dining areas (featuring an
outdoor patio) will migrate from their current location in
the east part of Hicks back to Welles Hall, which graduates
of the 1940s, 50s, 60s, and early 70s will recall as their
dining area. A banquet room available for rental to the
general public will open in the east end of the building.

And yes, the Philip Evergood mural in Welles will
remain. So will six fireplaces.

Hicks will also feature wireless broadband and other
AV/electronic resources throughout, as well as numerous
multifunctional spaces for meetings, performances, and
socializing.

Offices and building functions within Hicks began relo-
cating to other campus spots last summer. Renovation
began in earnest in December. Portions of the building,
including the kitchen and cafeteria, will remain operational
throughout construction, which will progress in phases
from the west end of the building to the east.

Christmas break 2007 will be a critical period when the
kitchen and student dining functions are due to transfer to
their new digs in the west end.

Like the other students on the planning committee,
Smith, a double major in economics and health sciences
due to graduate in June, will not be around to see the
finished product.

“But I’ll return for the grand opening,” she said. “I can’t
wait to come home to ‘K’ and visit our new family room.”

Visit www.kzoo.edu/studev/hicksrenov to view the latest
updates, details and images of the Hicks Student Center
renovation.
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“But the students clearly felt otherwise, and they let us
know it through a determined, but very civil, protest.”

Throughout the winter and spring semesters, Cook and
colleagues slowly turned up the heat on the Hicks/LEED
discussion. They continued to press their point at open
meetings, armed with student surveys conducted by the
Committee itself showing that two-thirds of students felt
that an environmentally sustainable building was important.

They also organized the biggest letter-writing campaign
to the student newspaper in recent memory, created a
website devoted to the issue, circulated a petition that
garnered more than 300 signatures, and organized a rally on
the campus Quad.

“We fined-tuned our discussion to demonstrate that the
extra costs for LEED certification would not be wasted on
paperwork,” said Cook. “We had research to show that a
LEED-certified Hicks would actually save the College
money as well as make for a healthy, energy efficient
environment.”

But as the estimated costs of the Hicks renovation rose
toward the current estimate of $14.5 million, adding dollars
for LEED certification became an even harder sell.

HRPC members assured Cook and others that a
revamped Hicks would include upwards of $2 million in
sustainable elements such as energy efficient doors,
windows, insulation and lighting, a state-of-the art tempera-
ture control system, a “green slate” roof constructed of
recycled tires, and environmentally responsible con-
struction waste disposal.

Cook was not dissuaded. “LEED certifica-
tion is more than a checklist of items and
budget number. It’s the College’s statement
that it will hold itself accountable to be a
good steward of the environment.”

But as winter 2006 turned to spring
and the end of the spring semester
loomed, Cook saw the prospects of
LEED certification slipping away. Then
on May 26, the HRPC announced its
decision to recommend against LEED.

Frustrated, but not dismayed, his
crew pressed on. Commencement
weekend in early June offered the last
chance to make their case before the HRPC
disbanded and everyone left; some, like
him, for good.

Fortunately, all their key audiences
would be present on campus, including the
College’s board of trustees.

Armed with their own hastily printed
brochures, posters, a PowerPoint presentation, and
a petition signed by soon-to-graduate seniors,
the group approached trustees on their way
into a scheduled meeting in Mandelle Hall.

“Not only did they take time to stop
and talk with us,” said Cook, “some of
them had read student letters in
the Index and knew about the
LEED certification issue.

During their meeting a couple of trustees came outside to
talk to us again. We were really impressed.”

The trustees were really impressed with the students,
too. Following their meeting, the trustees asked the HRPC
and the College’s administration to reconsider LEED certifi-
cation, even offering to help find extra dollars for its cost.

Perhaps they also were swayed by the green ribbons
and yellow LEED stickers the majority of seniors wore on
their graduation gowns during commencement exercises.

In July, Kalamazoo College President Eileen Wilson-
Oyelaran announced that the College would indeed seek
LEED certification for the Hicks Student Center at the
Silver level, one of the higher levels attainable.

“In the end, they helped all of us see that the student
body really cared about this issue and that it’s the right
thing to do,” said Manstrom. “The word we heard loudest
was ‘accountability.’ Because this won’t just be a plaque on
the wall; it will be a statement that the College is
committed to creating environmentally sustainable
buildings on campus.”

The final price tag for LEED certification
has not been calculated, but could

surpass $275,000, according to one
analysis. That same analysis,

however, estimates that
average annual cost saving in
a building the size of Hicks
that is LEED certified at
the Silver level could
surpass $60,000.

Looking back, Cook
said he is proud of his
fellow protestors and of
the entire campus
community for com-

mitting to make Hicks
Student Center a truly
“green” building.

“We must fight to
make the world a better

place. But when we do, we
truly can make a difference.
Anybody who graduates from

Kalamazoo College
knows that.”
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LIBERAL ARTS
LIVES lato remarked that the

essential bond between teacher
and student is one of love,” wrote John
Wickstrom, chair of the department of
history. “To watch Charlene guide her
students through their courses and their
careers in our department is to see this
love at its most generous and fruitful.”

According to John, Charlene’s tenure
appointment is, first and foremost, a
matter of her being an extraordinary
teacher. “I’ve never seen anyone better,”
he says. “She combines an exuberant
and engaged presence in front of a class
with rigorous scholarly content. She has
a way of weaving together many sides of
a historical issue as well as the reverber-
ations of history in current affairs.”

And she adds breadth to the depart-
ment’s offerings. “She has brought new
courses to the curriculum each year,”
says John, “in areas ranging from
slavery, colonialism, historical writing
and research methodology, and women
in history, in order to offer students
more and to broaden the scope of her
own expertise.”

She broadens her expertise through
her scholarship. She has published
many refereed articles, and her first
book—Ladies and Gentlemen on Display:
Planter Society at the Virginia Springs
1790-1860 (University Press of Virginia,
2001)—focuses on Southern social
history, an area in which she is
becoming an historian of considerable
renown, according to John.

Charlene attributes her success in the
classroom to the way that she throws
herself completely into the art of
teaching. “Sometimes it’s like an off-the-
wall one-woman stage show, completely
draining,” she says. But it’s no act.

“In graduate school I discovered that
teaching was the more gratifying way to
share my passion for history,” Charlene
explains. Most graduate history students
choose one of two professional paths:
becoming a professor or working in a
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Four outstanding professors earned and
were awarded permanent appointments to
the Kalamazoo College faculty last spring.
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New faculty tenure appointments include (clockwise from left): Charlene Boyer Lewis,
History; Jennifer Redmann, German Language and Literature; Richard Koenig, Art; and
Vivien Pybus, Biology.
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museum. Charlene had considered the
latter; she had completed her Senior
Individualized Project (SIP) at the
Henry Ford Museum and, during her
Master’s program at American
University (Washington, D.C.), worked
at the Smithsonian National Museum of
American History.

But during her Ph.D. program one
of her professors described her as “a
natural” when assessing her potential as
a college professor. And this was no
light praise. That professor—who
remains an inspiration and model for
Charlene—was once cited as the best
university professor in the state of
Virginia and often earned the University
of Virginia’s award for best teacher.

What makes a natural? “That’s
difficult to assess,” says Charlene.
“Certainly I’ve been fortunate to have
extraordinary models, including John
Wickstrom.” There’s also her restless
inquisitiveness that she not only applies
to her great love, history, but also to
gain insight regarding how her students
understand the material. Call it “mind-
fulness of audience;” Charlene actively
works to re-know what it is like to
learn history for the first time. “Once
you understand how students are
understanding the material you are
sharing, you can sweep them along into
the sheer excitement of discovering how
people lived their lives at certain periods
and in certain places.”

Creating a course in which students
are swept up in the subject takes energy,
the wellspring of which is her funda-
mental passion for the discipline. What
is the source of that passion? When did
she know she wanted to be an
historian?

“About the age of 12,” she smiles. “I
loved the Laura Ingalls Wilder books. I
wanted to learn more about those kinds
of people. How did families live? What
were their daily lives like?”

She also credits her mother, a native
of Sweden who emigrated to the U.S. to
marry Charlene’s father. “She wanted to
learn about her new country, so we
made frequent trips to the Henry Ford

Museum,” explains Charlene.
The joy of history was confirmed

“from the seventh grade on,” and it’s
relevance remains evident today.
“History is crucial to understanding the
world and indispensable for
humankind’s most noble impulse—to
make the future better,” says Charlene.

She’s at work on her second book—
this one on the subject of Elizabeth
Patterson Bonaparte, the 19th-century
American socialite who married Jerome
Bonaparte, youngest brother of
Napoleon I. She was, smiles Charlene,
“a woman who behaved badly, and thus
a subject that is a delight to research
and write about.”

The quality that makes teaching
history at “K” distinctive, according to
Charlene, is the College’s critical mass
of history geeks. “I’m a history geek,
and proud of it,” she says. “There are so
many more of us here than at the
previous three colleges where I worked.
That critical mass allows us to keep the
flame of historical fascination burning
in ourselves and to share it with others.”

remembers the “I-just-had-to-be-there”
moment of one of her first SIP students,
Maureen Kelly ’02, who is currently
completing her Ph.D. in microbiology at
the University of Alabama-Birmingham,
which features one of the premier
graduate programs in that discipline in
the country.

“A teacher at Kalamazoo College
collaborates closely with students as
they develop their commitment to sci-
entific inquiry,” says Vivien. “Maureen
was in the lab at odd hours because she
was excited about the results of a partic-
ular experiment and the framing of the
next unanswered question. Students
here are very impressive, and capable of
carrying out serious research.”

Vivien loves to teach, and the scien-
tific collaboration between teacher and
student—which is evident in her lab
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classes—is just one aspect she loves.
She teaches her upper-level
microbiology classes from current peer-
reviewed literature and the most recent
primary research. For example, during
this past summer, she attended the
International Symposium on Microbial
Ecology in Vienna, Austria, to “hear the
latest experts on cutting edge topics,
and collect these references to introduce
in my classes.

“Immersing students in primary
research provides them the true experi-
ence—and excitement—of science,” she
says. “The best science teaching builds
the art of asking the right questions.”

Professor of Biology Paul
Sotherland, the chair of the department
when Vivien received her permanent
appointment to the faculty, considers
Vivien’s research work with students the
most outstanding element of her
teaching and scholarship.

“Dr. Pybus has been very successful
at attracting students in whom she sees
great promise and then working with
them on her research,” he says.

That research, which includes some
two or three students each summer,
seeks to understand the development
(or pathogenesis) of the disease
bacterial vaginosis, one of those areas in
microbiology and infectious disease in
which “there is so much out there left to
be discovered.”

Vivien and her students have had
their research published in the Journal of
Infectious Diseases in Obstetrics and
Gynecology. Other manuscripts are in
the pipeline. In addition, she and her
students attend and present their
research at important scientific
meetings, most notably those of the
American Society for Microbiology.
Several of her students have won prizes
for their research.

In a paper titled “Expectations of
Ourselves as Kalamazoo College
Faculty,” lead author Paul Sotherland
(other members of the science and
mathematics division were co-authors)



writes about four elements that
comprise excellence in college faculty—
classroom teaching, engagement with
one’s discipline, service, and citizenship.
Part of engagement with one’s disci-
pline—which the paper defines more
broadly than scholarship, an element
the authors feel must permeate all four
components—is “engaging student col-
laborators in research.”

Making such engagement possible is
partly a matter of securing grants to
support it. Grants reflect the scientific
excellence of the proposal, and Vivien
successfully earned a National Institutes
of Health (NIH) grant that, among other
things, supplied her lab (and students)
with great scientific equipment, “better
than I had during my post-doc research
at Harvard Medical School,” she says.

According to the authors of
“Expectations,” service extends beyond
the institution to help create projects at
the local, regional, and national levels.
“For example,” Paul writes, “organizing
local, regional, or national colloquia or
meetings, serving on program commit-
tees for those meetings, and serving on
national committees within our
disciplines.”

Vivien is a professional member of
the Infectious Diseases Society for
Obstetrics and Gynecology. Membership
requires nomination and election, both
of which are based on one’s contribu-
tions of new knowledge to the field of
infectious diseases. She also has been
invited by the NIH to serve on study
sections—groups of scientists that meet
in Bethesda, Md., to review, critique,
and select for funding grant proposals
submitted to the NIH. And she is a
frequent reviewer for peer-reviewed
journals in microbiology and infectious
diseases.

She expresses her citizenship
through her involvement across the
liberal arts, particularly in art and
music. She also participates with her
students in the College’s triathlon.
Several of her students have gone on to
pursue microbiology as a career, and
they still keep in touch. And some,
including Diane Dezwaan ’05 (a Ph.D.

candidate in cell biology at the
University of Illinois) and Kirsten
Rosenkrands ’04 (a student in the Teton
Science School Graduate Program for
Outdoor Education), have visited her in
her native New Zealand, where she and
her husband return each December.
Vivien cites the value of being a foreign-
trained scientist.

“I think that contributes to the
cultural diversity on campus. I believe
strongly in the value of study abroad. It
changes one’s life and broadens one’s
perspective. We learn that science is a
universal language, and we learn there
are other ways of doing things.”

In studio art pedagogy, of paramount
importance is the connection between
teaching and the teacher’s engagement
with his or her discipline.

“You have to be a studio artist
creating and making your own work—
in addition to being a teacher—in order
to understand the problems art students
wrestle with on a daily basis,” says Tom
Rice, professor of art and chair of the
department. “It’s not enough that a
professor of art have had made art in a
‘life’ previous to his or her teaching
life,” he adds. “In such cases the
teaching and direction one provides
students will have a certain sterility.
Like the rest of the art faculty, Richard
strongly believes in the importance of
this connection, and that belief makes
him an excellent permanent faculty
appointment for Kalamazoo College.”

There are other reasons as well to
celebrate this appointment. His accessi-
bility to students is extraordinary,
perhaps “to a fault,” laughs Tom. “His
door is always open, beyond classroom,
office, studio, and advising hours.
People often knock when he is trying to
work on his own art, and he always sets
his work aside to assist.”

He also brings to the department a
varied expertise—a background in fine
arts photography and commercial pho-
tography. “He worked as a commercial

photographer in New York City for 10
years,” explains Tom, “and that degree
of commercial experience is rare in
college photography professors and a
real asset for our students.”

He’s also a great team member, vol-
unteering for the countless unanticipat-
ed tasks—other than the expectation of
teaching and making art—required to
make a world class college art depart-
ment meet and exceed the expectations
of its students.

His photography is sometimes used
in other art classes. “I often show his
work to my students,” says Tom.
“People believe in the accuracy of a
photographic image, but Richard’s work
shows that this is not the case; that the
‘truth’ of a photographic image is much
more ambiguous and complex,” adds
Tom. “What’s interesting to me and to
my students is the evolution of his ideas
evident in the progression of his work.”

That work involves the tactic of re-
photography, a theme that has informed
Richard’s art for the past seven years.
His recent work combines re-photogra-
phy with the inclusion of perspective
and interpenetration of walls. “A large
image is printed on paper after I’ve
carefully distorted it,” explains Richard.
“This large print is then installed in a
space and photographed. As a result, the
square shape of the insert image tends
to rise up and match the vertical surface
of the picture plane.”

His art, which has been featured in
many exhibitions, explores photogra-
phy’s inherent tension between objective
truth and subjective expression.

“I coax the viewer to question the
nature of photography itself by making
them aware that they are looking at, and
perceiving, a photograph rather than the
subject matter of the photograph.” Most
recently, his photograph “Untitled
(Sit),” an example of this technique, was
named Best of Show at the highly com-
petitive Ann Arbor Art Center’s 2006
Annual: All Media Exhibition.

This commitment to making art,
exhibiting, and speaking at conferences
is characteristic of the entire art faculty
at “K,” according to Richard. It keeps
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the teachers connected to the contem-
porary art scene, and makes Kalamazoo
College a great place to learn.

So also does the liberal arts curricu-
lum itself. “The breadth and depth of
many disciplines makes students more
well-rounded, and they can draw from
their experiences and learning in other
fields when they create their art,”
Richard says.

He cites three other characteristics
that make Kalamazoo College a great
place to teach and learn art. “Small class
size and the way faculty and staff go out
of their way to help students are two,”
he explains. The third relates to the
liberal arts mindset of the College’s
entire community.

“I’m always amazed and gratified by
the interest in my work expressed by
colleagues in other departments,” says
Richard. “Professors in other disciplines
stop and inquire about what I’m doing.
They take an interest and provide
encouragement.”

“I think of tenure as the ultimate honor
in the academic world,” says Provost
Gregory Mahler. “Professors earn tenure
on the basis of exemplary teaching,
scholarship, and service. And because it
represents an incredible commitment on
the part of an institution—essentially a
35-year job contract—it truly is
awarded.”

And most deservedly so in the case
of Jennifer Redmann, he adds. “She
thinks imaginatively about the teaching
of German language and literature, and
this quality was evident in her restruc-
turing of the College’s German curricu-
lum,” Greg says.

Prior to her arrival at “K,” Jennifer
taught for several years at Ripon (Wis.)
College. “Her breadth of experience
teaching at a small residential liberal
arts college is an asset for our
community,” says Greg.

And so also is her leadership ability,
widely recognized inside and outside
the College. “She has served on the
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College’s Faculty Executive Committee
for several years and this year was
elected its chairperson,” says Greg.
Outside the College, Jennifer has long
been deeply involved with the American
Association of Teachers of German
(AATG). She is a member of its National
Taskforce on Invigorating the Teaching
of Literature in the German Curriculum
and a member of the committee that
writes the AATG National German
Exam. She is currently the vice
president of the AATG’s Michigan
Chapter and will become the Chapter’s
president in 2008.

Her association with AATG has
been a key influence on the redesign of
the College’s German curriculum.
“What so much of the current research
is showing us,” Jennifer says, “is the
effectiveness of having students read,
interpret, think critically, and write
about German-language texts, as
artifacts of German culture, at every
level of the curriculum. Our goal is to
promote German literacy, rather than
simply language skills or knowledge of
literature.”

Jennifer’s research has focused on
traditional literary scholarship, particu-
larly German-Jewish literature and early
20th-century German literature. But her
recent work has explored popular litera-
ture and children’s literature—in partic-
ular, the pedagogic potential of both to
enrich the development of language pro-
ficiency at all levels of instruction.

The cross-fertilization of her schol-
arship and her teaching is evident. One
example: her use of fairy tales in some
of her German courses, in part for their
accessibility and in part for the richness
of their ideas. “When literature and
other texts are introduced thematically
and are well integrated into every class,
then upper-level courses can be as
dynamic and interactive as early-level
courses, and beginning courses can be
as rich with the discussion of ideas as
advanced studies,” she says.

Why would she commit her
academic career to “K”? “I never
thought about teaching German at the
college level until a professor suggested

it to me,” says Jennifer. “The closeness
of faculty-student relationships and the
possibility of a professor positively
influencing a student’s life choices make
Kalamazoo College attractive to me.”

And study abroad is a magnificent
motivator. “I’ve taught beginning
German in several institutions,” says
Jennifer. “And it can be a tough course;
often students feel lost in the foreign-
ness of the new language and wonder
why they are even there, since they are
unable to imagine any practical reason
for learning German. My first quarter at
‘K’ was quite different. I taught
‘Beginning German,’ and when I asked
the students why they were there, they
seemed surprised by the question. ‘Why,
we’re all going to Germany,’ they said.
It was great.”

She cites the quality of student
Kalamazoo College attracts and
develops. Recently the College has
produced a large number of Fulbright
Scholars traveling to German-speaking
countries. The Class of 2003 featured
three Fulbright recipients; the Class of
2005, one; and the Class of 2006, three.
Two members of last year’s graduating
class received the College’s post-
graduate German University
Fellowships to Bonn and Erlangen, and
three members of the Class of 2007 are
applying for German Fulbrights.

“These numbers are extraordinary
for a College the size of Kalamazoo,”
says Jennifer. “It’s wonderful to teach
where students have such a desire and
aptitude for foreign languages. It’s
wonderful to teach at a place that
promotes not only German but the
importance of foreign language instruc-
tion generally. It is vital for our country
to invest in this instruction.

“Our German students are fluent in
the deepest sense of that word,” she
concludes. “Study abroad is a part of
that, but so also is the coursework they
experience on campus.”
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A striking number of Kalamazoo College’s newly
minted graduates choose to serve the common good
immediately after commencement by volunteering for
the Peace Corps. Because Kalamazoo College has long
been a leader in intercultural and experiential
education, it is not surprising that the College ranked
eighth among small colleges and universities on the
Peace Corps’ 2006 list of “Top-Producing Colleges and
Universities” and ranked first out of all colleges and
universities for the number of alumni volunteers
per capita.

Five Kalamazoo College—and Peace Corps—
alumni share how their journeys through the K-Plan
helped pave their way for service in the Peace Corps
and their lives today.

Kalamazoo College and the Peace Corps

t Home in the World:

Bill Williams ’71 and his wife, Donna, in
Ain Draham, Tunisia, 1975.

Perhaps more than most, Bill Williams is unlikely to
forget his study abroad experience (Istanbul, Turkey); after
all, he met his wife there.

When Bill came to Kalamazoo College in the late 1960s,
the K-Plan was finishing its first decade, the Peace Corps was
a relatively new organization, and Middle East politics were
as complicated as they are today. In short order, Bill declared
political science his major, spent his career development
quarter working for the New York Times, and knew his
foreign study just “had to be in the Middle East.”

The College had two foreign study programs in the
region: Beirut and Istanbul. Bill chose Istanbul because “at
the time Beirut was too violent, and there was a longer, nine-
month program in Turkey.” With just one other student from
“K,” his good friend David Riley ’71, Bill embarked for the
former capital of the Byzantine Empire, where he studied
Turkish history and language at Robert College and fell in
love with Donna Zwiep, a student from Beloit College in the
same foreign study program. What followed was a passion
for the region and for travel that continues with Bill to
this day.
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Back at “K,” Bill completed his Senior Individualized Project
(SIP) on Turkish politics, and he married Donna shortly after
graduation. “We both got jobs to pay off loans but decided we
still wanted to go abroad,” says Bill. “My wife was the first to
think of the Peace Corps.” They served together as Peace Corps
Volunteers in Tunisia from 1975-1977. Bill taught high school
English, and Donna taught adult education evening classes.

“The first challenge was maintaining order in classes of 30
or more students and working in a rigid school system,” Bill
remembers. “We had to learn French and Arabic. Being married
allowed us to integrate into the local culture differently than
unmarried volunteers, and my level of exposure to international-
ism and Middle East history at ‘K’ well prepared me for the
challenge of the posting.

“The great irony of the Peace Corps,” he adds, “is that
people expect to come out of it knowing they did something for
country ‘X,’ but what they discover is that they really did
something for themselves. They know more about themselves
than they did before they went. After two years of teaching, I
realized it wasn’t something I wanted to do forever, but I knew I
wanted to do international work.”

Bill and Donna welcomed their first child near the end of
their time in Tunisia and returned home, where Bill’s knowledge
of Arabic and the Middle East helped him secure a job in inter-
national banking. Bill has since lived in Dubai and Bahrain and
currently spends 10 to 12 weeks a year in Eastern Europe,
Africa, and the Middle East through his work with the Bank of
New York. Trips back to Istanbul are also frequent—Bill serves
as a trustee at Robert College, the site of his foreign study more
than 30 years ago. He and Donna have four children, the
youngest of whom is a first-year student at Kalamazoo College.

Amy Kleine was a Peace Corps volunteer (1997-99) in the
coastal region of Morocco, where she served as a sanitation
extensionist and rural development agent. A surprising assign-
ment, one might think, for a person with a degree in internation-
al and area studies-Latin America and who earned minors in
Spanish and economics and business. She had completed her
study abroad and SIP in Ecuador, an ocean away from her Peace
Corps post. Nevertheless, Amy considers her service in Morocco
the perfect extension of her studies at Kalamazoo College.

“My decision to join the Peace Corps was directly linked to
the experiences I had in Ecuador during my SIP quarter,” she
explains. “I was studying the socioeconomic development of the
town of Coca, an oil-boom town tucked into the Amazon. As I
navigated through that research, I realized I had nothing to give
back to the community.

“I had had mixed feelings about the Peace Corps because I
saw many flaws with American foreign policy. However, during
my SIP experience I learned of a Peace Corps Volunteer in a
nearby town who was very well regarded. I decided that by
joining the Peace Corps I would be able to make the contribu-
tion I was unable to make in Ecuador.”

Amy’s knowledge of French, which she honed in several
French literature courses at “K,” landed her a placement in
Morocco, in a town four hours south of Casablanca, where her
primary duties included facilitating community sanitation
projects and conducting health education in area schools
and clinics.

“Once I accompanied an older woman from a neighboring
village to the health center in my town. The doctor there did not
know me well, nor did she really know what I was doing as a
Peace Corps Volunteer. So she asked the woman, ‘What does
Amy do?’ The woman said, ‘Oh, she is in our hearts.’ The
doctor said, ‘No, really, WHAT does she DO?’ The woman
replied, ‘Oh, she builds latrines.’”

As much as the work she did, the experiences that “put her
into peoples’ hearts” had the greatest impact on Amy and helped
influence her decision to pursue a career in public health.

After the Peace Corps, Amy used her Spanish skills and her
experiences in public health and community development
during a three-month assignment in Nicaragua with the
organization Crisis Corps. There she implemented several small-
scale water projects.

When that assignment was completed, she enrolled in a
dual Master’s of Public Health/Master’s of Social Work program
at the University of Michigan. An internship in Peru with PATH
during her master’s program introduced Amy to issues of cervical
cancer prevention in community health, and, shortly after her
graduation in 2002, she began work at JHPIEGO, an
international women’s health organization affiliated with
Johns Hopkins University.

Since 2003 Amy has managed JHPIEGO programs in Haiti
and is currently the program manager for its Cervical Cancer
Prevention Program. Her work has taken her to Thailand,
Ghana, Malawi, Haiti, the Philippines, and Indonesia.

“I could not be as successful in the career I’ve chosen had I
not lived at least two years in a developing country,” she says.
“And I never would have entered the Peace Corps had I not
studied abroad in Ecuador.”

AMY K L E I N E ’ 9 6

Amy Kleine ’96 pictured with women of L’arab village in Morocco. Amy provided
the 30-liter “bidons” to households so they could sanitize their water after it was
harvested. The women purchased a 50-cent bottle of bleach to receive a “bidon.”
One capful of bleach decontaminates 30 liters of water, making it safe for
drinking and washing hands and dishes.
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When David Meek came to Kalamazoo College, he intended
to study abroad in Germany and spend his four years preparing
for medical school. Eight years later he is a graduate student in
the Peace Corps Fellows Program at Columbia University and a
full-time science teacher at the Marble Hill School for
International Studies in New York City. And though he doesn’t
speak German, he is fluent in Kiswahili.

A freshman-year African studies course “made it all click,”
says David. From that point on, his K-Plan began to fall into
place, and he knew he would study abroad in Kenya. He
declared biology his major and chose African studies as a con-
centration. He did career development at the Kellogg Biological
Station, working on the mating behaviors of flies, spent his
junior year in Nairobi, and completed his SIP on the relationship
between corn root worms and the rotation of corn and soybean
fields in Michigan.

When he was a senior he began to consider an alternative to
medical school after graduation. Like many “K” students in
recent years, David had signed up for the College’s Mary Jane
Underwood Stryker Institute for Service-Learning’s program at
the nearby Woodward Elementary School, a magnet school for
science and technology. There he worked with elementary
students in the school’s garden and discovered a true passion for
teaching kids about science.

“I was a pre-med student, but, because of Woodward, I
knew I wanted to work with kids,” he says. “I also knew I
wasn’t really ready to settle down in medical school or become a
full-time teacher. I had helped build a school with some Peace
Corps Volunteers on my study abroad, so I had seen that as a
possibility when I was in Kenya. After Woodward, I knew the
Peace Corps was the perfect way to put it all together.”

Given his experiences on study abroad and his newly dis-
covered passion for teaching, David was uniquely prepared for
his Peace Corps assignment in Tanzania, where he served from
2002-2004. “Living with a host family on my study abroad
readied me for the customs and the lifestyle of the people with
whom I was placed in the Peace Corps. It also prepared me for
the food and the language, so I had an easier time adjusting than

some of the other volunteers. I taught high school science in the
local school and spent evenings and weekends teaching public
health to members of the community.”

An avid runner, David started a “Pre-Morning Work
Running Club,” and his students joined him for sunrise jogs.
Evenings were spent in “hammock office hours”—time for him
to relax on his hammock and have his students drop in for
questions or to use the weight lifting studio he had built behind
his house.

Today David is completing his studies at Columbia
University, and he teaches 9th grade health and environmental
science and 12th grade advanced placement biology at a school
where more than half of his colleagues are former Peace Corps
Volunteers.

He is the sponsor of the school’s environmental club and a
co-teacher for its community service club, and more than half of
his students have been living in the United States for less than
two years.

“‘K’ allowed me to take a variety of classes and explore
things that I could not have done as a pre-med student at a
bigger school,” says David. “At a bigger school I fear I would
have been too narrowly focused. My experiences at ‘K’ led me to
the Peace Corps, where I was able to do something I loved. And
the Peace Corps led me to where I am now.”

Jessica Kiessel’s K-Plan reads like the ideal job application
for the Peace Corps. She majored in anthropology and sociology
and studied abroad in Kenya. She completed her intercultural
research project in Kenya on the Community Organizers
Training Program in Kibera, and, for her SIP, she analyzed Trail
Blazers, a non-profit organization in New York where she had
worked teaching inner-city kids life skills through outdoor
education and mentoring. She served as a peer advisor with the
Center for International Programs (CIP) and was active in
Building Blocks, a service learning and community-building
program at “K.” Despite that incredibly relevant undergraduate
resume, entering the Peace Corps after graduation was not at
first an obvious choice for Jessica.

“At some point at ‘K’ I came to realize that I wanted to work
overseas after I graduated,” says Jessica. “I had never really con-
sidered the Peace Corps and was hesitant about joining a gov-
ernment run program, but through the CIP, Dr. Kim Cummings,
and ‘K’ alumni, I began to learn more about its benefits. I am not
sure that there was a specific experience at ‘K’ that influenced my
decision to join the Peace Corps. More likely it was a culmina-
tion of my experiences with various people.”

Jessica served in Western Samoa (2003-05), and her initial
assignment involved work with a non-governmental organiza-
tion (NGO). Her assignment shifted to teaching a high school
course on Pacific Island Social Studies at a school in a strict
religious compound. In addition to learning the language, she
taught 9th, 10th, and 11th graders and prepared bilingual lesson
plans to help them prepare for their tests, which were given in
English. Along with other female teachers, she also made tea,
sold food at the canteen, and participated in cultural events at
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David Meek ’02 with his Tanzanian high school science students.
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the school. Afternoons she traveled to the capital of Samoa to
work on grant writing for O le Lafitaga, a development NGO.

“During the application process I remember being comfort-
able with the idea that what I would accomplish while abroad
would be less important than what I would learn and whom I
would meet,” says Jessica. “I believe that coming into my
placement without expecting to be the expert was a result of my
time at ‘K,’ and that it was this attitude that helped me make
meaningful relationships in my community and to set realistic
goals. Having studied abroad in Kenya definitely helped me
when I went into the Peace Corps. Already having had a host
family experience prepared me to be flexible.”

Just before the end of her assignment (December 2005),
Jessica applied for graduate school and was thankful to have
“some sort of plan” before coming home. Travel and time with
her family in Michigan helped her readjust before heading to
Manhattan last fall to attend New York University’s Wagner
School for Public Service, where she is currently working on a
Master of Public Administration in public and non-profit man-
agement and policy.

Elizabeth Lockhart is a pro at making soap and candles.
She does it every day on her Peace Corps assignment in Monte
Olivo, Ecuador.

At “K,” she majored in economics and business (with an
emphasis on international economics) and earned a minor in
Spanish; today she applies her education to teach the women of
Monte Olivo business skills they use to become self-supporting.

She also advises village members on business issues and sustain-
able agriculture.

As part of that work, she guides women in making disinfec-
tant, dish soap, candles, and jewelry to sell and, as a result,
become more financially independent. Liz became a Peace
Corps Volunteer in 2005 and credits a variety of factors from
her time at “K” in helping her make that decision.

“I decided to go into the Peace Corps my senior year,” says
Liz. “There wasn’t exactly a moment of epiphany, but one day I
just decided it was what I wanted to do. My freshman suitemate
had always talked about joining, and the idea grew on me, espe-
cially after studying abroad. It just seemed like the right fit for
me at that point in my life. Obviously my study abroad in
Spain helped prepare me for coming abroad with the Peace
Corps. I learned how to live and adapt in a different culture
and also learned Spanish.

“My experiences in Alison Geist’s Public Health Seminar

helped me as well. We worked with impoverished communi-
ties, which prepared me for the challenges I face here. I had to
think in different ways for her class, which is what I do
everyday now.”

On a typical day Liz wakes up with the roosters and spends
her mornings cooking and preparing for meetings. Afternoons
are spent working with the local community and her women’s
group, and evenings are spent with friends, teaching them new
card games or making dinner. “I then head home and kill all
the bugs in my house and rest up for the next big day!”

As Liz continues her work in Monte Olivo, she is also in
the process of applying for graduate school, which she plans to
begin on her return to the United States this year. “I want to
study public health. I think my experience in the Peace
Corps has prepared me to do anything in the future,” she
says. “I have learned to think in different and creative ways,
and I really feel that whatever problems or obstacles come, I
will be able to tackle them because I’ve had the opportunity
to live and work here.”

E L I Z A B E T H L O C KH AR T ’ 0 4

Jessica Kiessel ’03 during her Peace Corps posting to Samoa. She is pictured
with her host sisters Melipa and Ve’a and Ve’a’s new baby Benedito at their
home in Siufaga, Falelatai.

Liz Lockhart ’04 created a women’s group called Mujeres Emprendadoras
Unidas al Progresso (Businesswomen United Towards Progress) at her Peace
Corps post in Monte Olivo, Ecuador. Here group members make dish soap.
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CLASSMATES
COMPASSESand

n a cool February evening
at Midway Game Studios in
Chicago, several Video Game and
Computer Animation students await
their turns to have their portfolios
reviewed. I am one of them, weary
and anxious. I rest on a couch,
talking to my classmate and
pondering my future, as recent
graduates will do. I scan the room
and, blinking, recognize a classmate.

A different kind of classmate—
a fellow Kalamazoo College alumna.

I excuse myself and approach
her; we recognize each other and
chat. At Kalamazoo College she had
majored in economics but soon dis-
covered she liked computers and art
more. She worked a full-time
economics-related job in Chicago for
a while but then entered DePaul
University to earn a master’s degree
in computer animation. With a grin
she tells me she’s satisfied.

Perhaps the scene is not so
strange—two “K” graduates, an

economics major and an English
major, about to embark on journeys
they may never have envisioned for
themselves. Many “K” alumni enter
their post- “K” journey with a flexi-
bility that enables such change.
Many credit Kalamazoo College with
giving them the preparation
necessary to try nearly anything. If
a Kalamazoo College education
provides lifelong benefit, then the
proof must be seen after graduation.

For some, only a sharp turn in a
life journey makes evident that
benefit.

I became intrigued with this
notion of an education for change,
which is something different—
something more—than an education
for career. As I waited my turn in
the Midway Game Studios, I
wondered what, exactly, is the most
important value of a Kalamazoo
College education?

To answer that question, I later
spoke with three alumni, Gena ’00,
Lee ’01, and Carolina ’01, whose
post-undergraduate journeys
included the hard turns and uncer-
tainty that test the preparation
Kalamazoo College provides.
Gena was a psychology major and
biology minor; Lee was a double
major, art and biology; and
Carolina earned her B.A. in
Spanish with a minor in French.
Today, respectively, they are a
landscape designer, medical sonog-
rapher, and guidance counselor.
And even though Kalamazoo
College does not offer programs in
landscape design, sonography, or
counseling, each of these women
claims her current success is
rooted in her “K” experience, and
all agree that the “K” experience is
the compass that guides them today.
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SOILFROM THE

A classic Michigan blizzard raged
outside the warm Dewing Hall office of
Gena (Lynn) Furgeson ’00. Her realiza-
tion that “I wanted to be outside in that
blizzard instead of in the office!” was
an epiphany.

Fast forward to today. As a green-
house manager and landscape crew
leader for Drost Landscape Design and
Construction in Petoskey, Mich., Gena
spends most of her time outdoors—in
weather fair and foul—enhancing urban
spaces with landscape design
and plants.

In 1996 she entered Kalamazoo
College with an entirely different plan.
“Back then I was determined to become
a pediatric neurosurgeon, marry, have
two children and a dog,” she said. In
her first-year seminar, led by Jan
Solberg, Romance Languages, the class
was invited to share their life plans.
The comments Solberg wrote on Gena’s
essay surprised her.

“Dr. Solberg simply, yet profoundly,
had written, ‘I hope everything doesn’t
happen the way you expect,’” says Gena.

Those words were initially crushing
to read, but they challenged her to think
beyond her plans and expectations and
to see that the best vocation may be the
one that most constructively focuses
one’s interests and strengths.

Her struggles in health science and
psychology courses made her wonder if
her interest in those fields was sufficient
to make the hard work worthwhile.
“My professors were wonderful,” she
says, “perhaps too wonderful. They
were so dedicated and wanted nothing
more than to share their life’s work with
eager minds. I wanted my passion to
match theirs.” But it didn’t.

Moments of uncertainty persisted
up to and through commencement, and
she was unsure what to do with her psy-
chology degree. She was reluctant to
earn a master’s degree in psychology.
During her Senior Individualized Project
she had worked with autistic children,
and the experience had not been what
she had expected. She had realized it
would be difficult for her to leave
patients' troubles at the workplace, and
she was beginning to discover that it
would be “hard to be confined within
four walls all day.”

including “aquascapes, hardscapes, irri-
gation specialists, landscapers, lawn
companies, nurseries, sales jobs. I was
even willing to work indoors in an
office. I just wanted a job in the land-
scaping industry.”

Soon after the conference she
received several calls from different
employers, including Drost. She drove
to Petoskey for an interview through
another fateful blizzard. “It was the
worst interview on my part. I was so
unprepared,” says Gena. She was
concerned about her lack of experience,
having worked on grounds crews for
only Kalamazoo College and an
apartment complex, but she credits “K”
with getting her foot in the door
at Drost.

“One of the partners’ eyes lit up
when he saw the name Kalamazoo
College on my résumé,” says Gena. “He
figured that if I graduated from ‘K,’ I’d
be willing to work hard. He was willing
to take a chance on my lack of experi-
ence based on the College's reputation
for hard work.”

Drost hired Gena as a crewmember
in the greenhouses of the
perennial/annual division and trained
her in maintenance, installation, plant
identification, and basic design.

A year later she began taking horti-
culture classes through Michigan State
University to learn more about the
complex life of plants, the insects and
diseases that affect them, and design
aspects to apply to their arrangement.

At Drost, Gena progressed rapidly,
becoming a crew leader and eventually a
greenhouse manager. “The true value of
a ‘K’ education is the way it prepares
you for the changes and surprises you’re

Gena (Lynn) Furgeson ’00, third from left, during her
college days, with InterVarsity friends on a night of
"Crazy Bowling."

William Crockett

A sense of what she wanted to do
began to reveal itself, not surprisingly, in
the outdoors, literally in the soil of
Kalamazoo College.

The strong sense of community at
“K” had made it easy for her to befriend
different faculty and staff on the
campus. One of these friends was
William Crockett, a groundskeeper for
the College’s facilities management
operation. “William told me if I ever
needed a job, he would hook me up,”
says Gena. Shortly after graduation,
unsure about her future in psychology
but in need of a job for the present,
Gena approached William, and he
helped her acquire a position as a
summer groundskeeper. It was conven-
ient, and Gena loved being outdoors
and working hard, in spite of Michigan’s
summer humidity.

In fact, she enjoyed it so much that,
with some prodding from her fellow
groundskeepers, she decided to explore
landscape design as a possible career.
Another Kalamazoo College staff
member and friend, Lori Young, Center
for Career
Development, kept
an eye out for
opportunities and
alerted Gena to
the Midwest
Nursery and
Landscape
Association
(MNLA) confer-
ence in Lansing.
The annual MNLA
trade show offered
a job fair for high
school and college
graduates.

“I took 200 copies of my résumé
and gave them to everyone,” says Gena,
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sure to encounter,” says Gena. “I may
not be using my degree as directly as I
thought I one day would be, but the
experiences and classroom knowledge I
received at ‘K’ are invaluable.”

The College also helped Gena
appreciate people and work of all sorts.
She did office work for the chapel and
the Center for Career Development; she
worked for the food services operation,
and labored outdoors for Facilities
Management. She also discovered that
“the people who work the hardest are
often paid the least. There is a stigma
that comes with blue-collar jobs like
groundskeeping that can affect how blue
collar workers are perceived.”

Even today she notes a difference in
the way her clients treat her when they
learn she has attended college for horti-
culture and landscape design. Yet, she
says, “Some of the most talented and
knowledgeable people I have met in the
industry have no formal training
whatsoever.”

Gena found family in Petoskey as
well. She and her husband, Ron,
married in May of 2004. As homage to
Kalamazoo College, they chose Stetson
Chapel as their wedding venue. The
crew leader/greenhouse manager hopes
to be a landscape designer soon and
eventually own her own landscape
design company.

A member of the Class of 2001, Lee
(whose surname is withheld at her
request) works in a Midwestern hospital
as a medical sonographer. She calmly
tells her elderly patient to relax as she
gently directs the patient into position
for a vascular scan of the leg vein. Lee
is searching for a blood clot, which can
leave a patient at high risk for an
embolism, a clot that travels and lodges
in the brain, lungs, or heart, with poten-
tially fatal results. She adjusts the
delicate scanning equipment, an instru-
ment more sensitive than the most
precise camera. The transducer sends
images back to Lee on the computer
screen. She distills these images, and
the doctors use this visual information
to make accurate diagnoses.

Ultrasound scanning is demanding,
but despite the intensity and eyestrain,

Lee finds its precision amazing.
“There is no experience like it,” she

says. “As I work, I can see the artery
and take a signal of its blood flow.
Every picture I take is a work of art that
could save someone’s life.”

Lee came to Kalamazoo College
curious about biology and art and
started classes toward both majors
immediately. “[Professor of Art] Tom
Rice’s ‘Basic Drawing’ class awakened
me visually and spatially,” she says.
“With just charcoal and paper, I was
able to enter into the 3-D space of the
drawing, as if I was literally inside of
it!” Lee soon became known around
the department for her precise,
realistic work.

At the same time, she was equally
immersed in the biology department.
The pace and rigor of a double major
was demanding, but the dedication of
her teachers inspired her. “The joke
was that both my art and biology profes-
sors thought the other department was
stealing me,” says Lee.

After leaving college, Lee was
uncertain about how to unite her two
passions in work. She tried teaching,
but discovered that was not her path.
Working as a lab assistant for a pharma-
ceutical company lacked the human
interaction she desired. After spending
some time as an activity coordinator in
a nursing home and working for a park
district, Lee decided that she would
return to school.

“I decided to become a registered
dietician,” she says. “But one day I was
talking to a classmate with a degree in
graphic arts who was learning ultra-
sound scanning. She believed that my
skills suited me well for this area
of study.”

Lee did not wait long to enroll in a
Diagnostic Ultrasound Scanning
program. She was trained in four
modes of scanning: abdomen, obstet-
rics/gynecology, vascular technology,
and echocardiography.

She spent hours practicing and
endured the two-hour drive on
weekends to work part-time at her
school’s clinic, until she accepted a
position as a vascular-echo technician at
her current hospital.

Lee applies the deduction skills
learned from her biology research.
“Ultrasound is more than just taking
pictures,” she explains. “You must think
when you scan. If something looks

abnormal you need to know what steps
will give the doctor a better look. Then
it’s like running a mini-experiment to
test the abnormal area and gather data
on it. You have to take the right
pictures and signals to give the doctor
the right information.”

Lee’s Christian faith is important in
her work, and it was strengthened at
Kalamazoo College by the spiritual
friendships she formed in Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship. “During my
workday I see patients who are healthy
and those who are near death,” she says.
“It takes much faith to scan a cancer
patient and not be saddened by it.”

Art and science have come together
in her work. “My experience with
biology made the hospital willing to hire
me, and it made studying for my
registry tests much easier,” Lee says.
“From art I learned spatial sense and
how to present myself. Art also gave me
the determination to work hard and
helped me to be flexible when I moved
into my new career.”

Summer camp can be full of drama
with most of the campers delightfully
creating it. But thirteen-year-old
Carolina Garza ’01 played the observer
and provided a listening ear to cabin-
mates who grew accustomed to seeking
her out. Carolina remembers, “All the
girls in my cabin came to me for advice.
That was probably the first time I
thought seriously about becoming a
counselor.”

Despite her penchant for listening
and her fascination with human
behavior, she didn’t begin college with
the idea of focusing on psychology.
Attracted by a minority grant and the
study abroad program, Carolina, a
Mexican American, entered college
planning to be a biology major. She dis-
covered that Spanish and languages
came to her with greater ease and
delight, and so she switched her major
to Spanish language and literature and
minored in French.

Carolina had plans to teach.
“After changing majors I always
imagined that I would graduate from ‘K’
as a French or Spanish high school
teacher,” she says. “My own high
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school language teachers had been
influential mentors to me, and my con-
nection to them inspired me to teach. I
wanted to pass on the inspiration.”

Her college language teachers were
sources of inspiration as well. Jan
Solberg, French, was Carolina’s
professor, advisor, and supervisor in
Carolina’s role as student aide for the
Romance Languages department. But
she was more than all of those roles.
“Dr. Solberg was unexpectedly instru-
mental in my cultural growth, starting
my sophomore year,” says Carolina.
Solberg provided valuable information
on the French culture in conversations
outside of the classroom. Carolina’s
hunger for exploring cultural differences
was further piqued by a book she dis-
covered in Solberg’s advanced French
conversation and composition class.
Written by a Frenchwoman married to
an American, Evidences Invisibles
(Cultural Misunderstandings) explores
the distinct differences between
American and French ways of dealing
with relationships and other societal
customs, as well as how to resolve the
misunderstandings that arise. Carolina
was intrigued.

“I realized you can work out things
with people from different cultures by
learning about them,” she says, “and
this realization encouraged me to
increase my own cultural sensitivity.”
She began to immerse herself in
different cultural experiences, both
academic and extracurricular.

She became involved in the
International Student Organization and
found it an excellent way to learn
cultural sensitivity hands-on. Carolina
feels at home both as an American and a
Mexican, but she’s also aware that her
biculturalism makes her different than
many of her classmates. The differences
became more apparent when she
studied abroad in Quito, Ecuador.
While Carolina was deepening her
knowledge of her Latino heritage in
chats shared with her host family over
home-cooked Ecuadorian meals and
fresh juice, her American classmates
were learning how to deal with living in
a different culture.

“The differences between my class-
mates and me in terms of the rate and
degree of our learning and adjusting to
the cultural differences of Ecuador
showed me how I’m not a ‘typical’
American,” she explains. “And yet,

compared to the Ecuadorians, I was still
‘American.’”

Things progressed quietly with her
language and education studies, but dif-
ficulties arose when it came time to find
a placement for her student teaching.
As a result of those experiences Carolina
wondered if teaching was the right pro-
fession for her. She remained optimistic
that, if teaching were meant to be a part
of future, then an opportunity would
present itself. It soon did in the form of
a seven-month internship to teach
English to adolescents in France. There
she learned that she worked very well
teaching small groups rather than large
ones, and she liked working with ado-
lescents. She began to consider that
counseling, rather than teaching, would
be a better fit for her.

On her return from France,
Carolina worked a year as a caregiver
until she was able to enroll in a master’s
program in counseling at Michigan State
University. “My multicultural counsel-
ing course there fit very well with what
I had learned from Kalamazoo College,”
she says, “and my cultural background
well prepared me for my internship
experience at an urban Lansing middle
school that included students of many
nationalities.”

Carolina is excited about where her
career as a counselor will take her. “I
would love to be in a school or a place

where I can interact with
students of many different
cultures or to counsel people
who are new immigrants to
this country. I can relate to
the difficulties they
encounter. I’ve been there.”

So what is the answer to
the question I had pondered
as I awaited the review of my
portfolio? What is the most
important value of a “K”
education?

“Kalamazoo College
taught me to think of the

world I encounter as a whole,”
says Lee. Her liberal arts education, like
that of Gena and Carolina, proved a
reliable compass to navigate changes on
a life journey.

I had entered that portfolio review
with a confidence renewed by a chance
meeting with a Kalamazoo College
classmate. Subsequent conversations
with other ‘K’ graduates have helped me
understand the source of that confi-
dence. And since that review I have
become a graphic designer in the greater
Chicago area, with dreams to become a
published children’s book writer. I don’t
fear about how I’ll reach that destina-
tion, for I, too, have a reliable compass.

The author, Sabrina Savra ’02 (right), with Carolina
Garza ’01. Both women made career changes, and
both credit their Kalamazoo College education for
enabling them to do so.

K
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Last summer
LuxEsto sent
extern Emma Perry
’08 to interview
Ami (Moss) Simms,
Class of 1976, and
write a story about
her founding of the
Alzheimer’s Art
Quilt Initiative.
That story turned
out to be tightly
woven to Ami’s “K”
experience, threads
from which
(particularly
her Senior
Individualized
Project) cross the

intervening years and deeply influence her career and her
ability to cope with her mother’s devastating illness. In the warp
and weft of the story that follows pain and loss are woven, but
so also are solace and love.

mish women don’t have pockets,” Ami Simms ’76
laughs, remembering her first day with the Old Order

Amish in northern Indiana. The Kalamazoo College senior
anthropology major, fresh into her Senior Individualized
Project, was “so nervous that I kept putting my hands in my
pockets. But then I thought I might offend them because I
had pockets and they didn’t!” On that particular day the
Amish were building a barn, and Ami was helping by,
well…fiddling with her pockets.

Feeling awkward and useless at the barn raising, Ami
joined the Amish women for a quilting nearby. Her own
family possessed a couple of quilts, and she’d seen one in a
social studies book in grade school, so she was sure she
understood quilts better than barns.

Quilts For A...

“A



“They asked me if I wanted to quilt; I said, ‘Sure,’” recalls
Ami. “I was trying to be very agreeable so they would like
me and invite me home to live with them so I could have
some good first-hand research to write my SIP. If they’d
asked me to run naked in the woods, I would have said,
‘Sounds good to me!’” She refused the thimble that the
women offered because she’d never used one before.
Hindsight suggests she should have used this one. “My
fingers bled onto both sides of the quilt.” But pain doesn’t
necessarily mean quality. Some time later, her host and
friend Ida gently informed her that, after Ami had left, the
women took out all of her stitches.

Ami’s come a long way in 30 years. Professional Quilter
Magazine named her “Teacher of the Year” in 2005. She
teaches quilting workshops and presents lectures on
quilting nationally and internationally. She’s published
eight quilting books and been featured on HGTV’s program
“Simply Quilts.” She’s made more than 200 quilts and has
learned how to use a thimble.

“When I think of how the Amish changed my life, I’m
amazed. I wouldn’t be doing what I’m doing without the
experience Kalamazoo College gave me,” Ami says. “Ida
was so sweet, telling me I was doing a good job. That
motivated me.”

For years, Ami continued to drive to northern Indiana
to show Ida every quilt top she’d completed, basking in the
encouragement her mentor offered.

And the quilt connection was not the only value she
drew from her summer stay with the Amish. Ami explains,
“When you experience a foreign culture, you compare it to
your own. One of the things I appreciated most about the
Amish was the way they view the elderly. They’re respected
and valued. Today’s pop culture tends to treat people as
consumables and devalues its senior citizens. The Amish
revere their elderly. They are given purpose in the
culture.”

According to Ami, the Amish build a ‘grandpa house’
on their property for elderly family members to provide
them independence and proximity. It was an idea Ami
liked, and years later she, her husband (and 1976
classmate), Steve, and her mother, Beebe, designed a
functional addition to Ami and Steve’s home where
Beebe could come and live when she got tired of
living alone. (Ami’s father died in 1984.)

“We tried to plan for everything,” explained Ami,
“including a physical disability, with oversized
doorways and extra wide hallways to enable easy
wheelchair navigation, and upstairs and down-
stairs closets built with a semi-permanent floor to
accommodate an elevator if necessary. We never
guessed Mom would develop Alzheimer’s.”

In 2001, after her diagnosis of Alzheimer’s,
Beebe moved in with Ami, Steve, and their
daughter Jennie. Beebe had started seeing
colors that weren’t there. She got lost going

to the local airport, forgot how to turn on her computer,
and once drove her car onto a lawn for a reason which, that
day, had made perfect sense to her failing mind. Ami had to
eventually curtail her driving completely.

“It’s difficult dealing with dementia,” Ami explains. “She
looks like my mom, sounds like my mom. Her voice
sounds normal, but the speech is garbled, and the logic isn’t
there.”

Alzheimer’s affects patients differently. Early in the pro-
gression of the disease Beebe lost the ability to identify
food, unable, for example, to distinguish a French fry from
broccoli. She insisted on keeping a spice rack in Ami’s
kitchen to cook with, but never cooked. And perhaps the
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greatest loss: “My mother had sewed all the time. When I
was little she made all my clothes. She made all her own
clothes until she was into her 70s. She even designed a line
of fabric. When she lived with us, to stay busy she’d piece
little quilt tops, two to three a day! Then, gradually, she
couldn’t figure out how to thread the machine or piece the
patches together.”

Ami was left with piles of misshapen quilts. To save
fabric and prolong Beebe’s competency, Ami tried providing
her the same patches to reassemble multiple times.

“I wound her bobbins with water soluble thread, soaked
the quilts at night and gave her back the same patches the
next day.” Eventually, Beebe couldn’t sew those pieces
together anymore.

“Somebody who’s been very productive her whole life
comes to you and asks ‘What do I do now?’”

Ami recalls happier times. “My mom’s always been
eccentric!” When Beebe would pick up Ami and her
friends from high school, she would casually invite them to
go “shoplifting” just to get a rise out of them.

“She had a wonderful sense of humor,” Ami smiles.
“She’d say these things to doctors and we’d have to explain,
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‘No, that’s normal!’” Her eccentricity and fierce will for
independence sometimes masked the progression of the
disease. “Losing your independence is what you most fear,”
explains Ami, “so you cover. My mom still thinks she’s
normal. She looks at the other people in the Alzheimer’s
facility and says, ‘They’re nuts!’”

But as much as she protests, Beebe can’t come home
because her family can no longer keep her safe. “She lived
with us for more than four years,” says Ami, “and the stress
had a profound impact. I had energy for her, but no energy
for anything else. I had no idea how much stress I was
under until I moved her into the Alzheimer’s facility.” It
was then that Ami realized that, ironically, “the only time
Steve and I were alone together was when we left our
own house.”

With 24-hour supervision and locked doors, Beebe can
be cared for and watched in a safe environment. The facility
is a quarter mile from the Simms’ house, and Ami can visit
every day.

But the outlook is grim. “Alzheimer’s is a death
sentence,” Ami explains. “The erosion of brain function
that first expresses itself in memory loss eventually leads to
large-scale system collapse as the disease progresses.” The
numbers are stark: 4.5 million Americans have Alzheimer’s;
one in three people knows someone who has the disease;
one in ten have a family member who suffers from it.
There is still no cure, and treatments are marginally
effective. The illness may persist from three to 20 years,
but the average is eight.

Ami founded the Alzheimer’s Art Quilt Initiative (AAQI)
with two goals in mind: to raise awareness of the disease
and raise funds for Alzheimer’s research. The AAQI has two
main projects: Alzheimer’s: Forgetting Piece by Piece, and
Priority: Alzheimer’s Quilts. The first is a collection of 52
quilts by renowned artists. This exhibit is touring across
America until July 2009.

The program’s second component is an online
auction/donation of mini-quilts, up to 9x12 inches, just the
size of a U.S. Priority Mail envelope. Together, the programs
are generating thousands of dollars for Alzheimer’s research.
The Alzheimer’s Association—the largest voluntary health
organization dedicated to finding prevention methods, treat-
ments, and an eventual cure for the disease—has received
the lion’s share of the donations.

Unlike cancer or AIDS, “There are few articulate spokes-
people who suffer from Alzheimer’s,” Ami says, “and this is
a huge problem.” So Ami and the AAQI are acting as
spokespersons for her mother and for the millions of people
like her.

“I got the idea for the Alzheimer’s Art Quilt Initiative in
the shower,” she says, “a great place to get ideas. Also a
great place for crying. Running a business, traveling once a
month to teach, and taking care of someone with
Alzheimer’s is incredibly draining, so I initially thought that
taking on a new project like the Alzheimer’s Art Quilt
Initiative was probably the dumbest thing I could do. I tried
really hard NOT to do it. But, the more I thought about it,
the more I realized that I had the skills to do it. How could

I not do it?
“I had curated quilt exhibits before, and I had recently

read how quilter Virginia Speigel was raising gobs of money
for cancer research by selling fabric post cards. (She turned
out to be a great mentor.) The ball started rolling.”

Priority: Alzheimer’s Quilts has raised more than $10,000
in nine months, selling mini-quilts that average between
$50 and $60 each. Visitors to Ami’s web site
(www.AlzQuilts.org) can either donate quilts or bid on
quilts. Silent auctions are held the first 10 days of each
month. Bids start at $15 and can go as high as $250, but
most fall within the
$50 range.

There are mini-quilts for
all tastes, with titles ranging
from Where’s the Prozac? to
Old Fashioned Rose. These
little quilts do not have a
common theme and may be

on any subject their quilters
wish. Anyone can donate
one (there are even how-to
directions on Ami’s site!), and
anyone can bid. The mini-
quilts can be used as wall
hangings, in picture frame
holders or in any other deco-
rative display.

Alzheimer’s: Forgetting Piece
by Piece, the 52-piece
traveling quilt exhibit, premiered at the American Quilters
Society Show in Nashville, Tenn., last August, and 25,000
people came.

“Quilters are traditionally generous with their talent,”
Ami says. Tapping this generosity, Ami asked 17 of her pro-
fessional quilting colleagues to create quilts for the traveling
exhibit. Many had family members with Alzheimer’s. These
artists enjoy such stature in the quilting world that Ami
booked the show on reputation alone, before the quilts
were even made. The rest of the quilts were juried in.
“It was a hot item right from the start,” says Ami. “The
artists don’t get any money out of this, but I try really hard
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to get them publicity, which also helps the cause.”
All of these quilts focus on the subject of Alzheimer’s disease, and each one is

beautiful, some in vibrant colors, others in blacks and whites. Some of the quilts tell
their story with picture appliqués, some have missing pieces cut out or batting sticking
through the fabric to mimic a mental decline. Some are humorous, but most are
somber and reflective. Some quilts are purposefully distorted, mis-sewn in places to
show the loss of logic. One quilt has a spiraling wheel of color, eventually consumed
by black. One quilt silhouettes an old man gazing out a window at the sunset. Another
uses splashes of red, the subject’s favorite color, to bring life and personality to the

quilt. One quilt’s pieces are sewn in backwards and
upside down. All the quilts are remarkably different and
creative, but they all have at least a few threads in
common: love for dear ones who suffer and hope for
a cure.

“The more I dealt with the quilts and heard the
stories behind them, the more I realized that this will be a
show unlike any other,” says Ami. “My understanding has
been deepened and broadened.”

Ami came up with the design for her own quilt the
day she moved her

mother into the
Alzheimer’s facility.
She followed the advice
of Beebe’s doctor and
others and told her
mother they were
going out for lunch. A
ruse. “I agonized about
how to make that day
as painless as possible,
and in the end I
betrayed her,” Ami
says. “When we

arrived, my mom
wouldn’t have anything

to do with it. For four hours she wouldn’t take her
coat off.”

Despite months of nonsensical gaps in logic and
understanding, Beebe “had perfect clarity that moment
when I had to leave her there,” says Ami. “She gave me
both barrels. There is nothing she could have said that
would have hurt more than what she did say to me
that day.”

Eventually, the caregivers asked Ami to leave because
it was so upsetting to both her and Beebe. They suggested she not come back for several
days. When she did return, Beebe had forgotten her anger, but Ami still remembers.

Ami’s quilt is a traditional house block printed with things Beebe would say and
things Ami would say on the red fabric, excerpts from Beebe’s experience with the
disease. The house image symbolizes love and family. The background chronicles the
anecdotal progression of Beebe’s dementia, on a checkerboard of neutral patchwork.

Hers is a personal quilt, like so many of the others in the exhibit. “You have to get
close to it physically to actually read the words on the quilt. It’s a very intimate look at
Alzheimer’s, of Mom’s journey. People need to see that this is not a normal part of aging.
There is a lot of pain and loss stitched up in this quilt, for Mom and for our whole
family. The entire family suffers with this disease, not just the patient.

“Alzheimer’s robs the essence of who you are,” adds Ami. “You are the sum of your
memories, what you know about yourself. When you lose you, who are you?”

How you can get involved...

•Donate a small quilt for the

Priority: Alzheimer’s Quilt

project.

•Bid on a small piece of art.

Your entire bid is donated

to Alzheimer’s research.

•Purchase a CD of the

exhibit quilts and hear the

artists tell about their work

as you view more than 100

pictures of the quilts in the

exhibit.

•Write a check to the

Alzheimer’s Association.

•For more information

about Alzheimer’s, visit the

Alzheimer’s Association

http://www.alz.org/

•See Alzheimer’s: Forgetting

Piece by Piece as it criss-

crosses the U.S. Upcoming

exhibits include the

following.

2007

Mid Atlantic Quilt Festival

Hampton, VA /

February 22-25

Quilter’s Guild of Dallas

Dallas, TX / March 16-18

23rd Annual AQS Quilt Show

and Contest

Paducah, KY / April 25-28

Denver National Quilt Festival

Denver, CO / May 3-6

38th Annual NQA Quilt Show

Columbus, OH / June 7-9

2008

Quilt Magic 2008

Orlando, FL / January 17-19
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hen Marie Bahlke’s husband, Harold, was
in the final stages of Alzheimer’s and could no
longer do the things he loved most, he seemed to take
pleasure in simply arranging and rearranging the tools he
no longer knew how to use
in his workshop behind
the family’s Northern
Michigan cottage.

Last winter at
Kalamazoo College, Marie
read selections from One
Oar: A journey with
Alzheimer’s, her collection
of poems inspired by the
incremental loss and
eventual death of her
husband to this disease.

Hearing those poems, or
reading Marie’s book, one
could imagine that Harold’s
rearrangement of tools was
a sort of calling out to a
former, more capable self.
Of course, this flight of
fancy presumes that Harold
could remember an earlier
self, wishfully restoring the
very thing that Alzheimer’s
so pitilessly steals.

And what a former
self it was.

Harold earned one of
the first Ph.D.s ever
granted in American
Studies. He loved art, architecture, and literature. He
taught at Western Michigan University for 23 years, serving
as chair of the Humanities Department for seven of those
years before retiring. His hobbies included wood working,
building, and model making. He not only constructed the
family cottage, but also built the boathouse and the
workshop where he kept his collection of tools.

When he started forgetting things, “I’d think, ‘well that’s
a strange thing to be asking,’” Marie says of the beginning
stages of Harold’s disease. His was a slow, gradual progres-
sion into dementia, but when the symptoms grew more dis-
turbing, Marie, a self-described longtime frustrated writer,
remembers, “The poems came fast.”
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That was in 1994. A year later, Marie showed Di
Seuss, writer-in-residence at Kalamazoo College, a few
of those poems. Di introduced her to a writing group,
and Marie’s work began to flourish. “It was such a
great help to write about my experiences with the
disease,” Marie says. “It was wonderful to have the

group respond to me and encourage
my writing.”

Marie shared a few, carefully chosen
poems with Harold after he was officially
diagnosed in 1997. “One day,” Marie says,
“he handed a poem back to me and said,
‘Don’t show me any more. I just don’t
understand.’”

Though heartbroken, Marie didn’t
stop writing. She used her poems to sort out
Harold’s devastating disease and its complex
affects on her, his primary caregiver. “Until
people began saying to me, ‘You ought to put
your poems into a book; it could be really
helpful to people,’ I didn’t realize the impact
my work was having.”

Marie followed
her friends’ advice
and created One
Oar. In 2004, it
won the poetry
category of the
Writer’s Digest
International Contest
for Self-Published
Books. One Oar has

found success with critics
and with those affected by AD.
“The idea that a book of
poetry can help someone is
humbling,” she says, “I’m very
grateful.”

Marie believes the powerful
impact of her work comes
from the subject itself.
“Alzheimer’s has a dimension
you don’t see in other
diseases,” she says, “you lose
your mind along with
your body.”

Harold died of the disease
in 2002. He and Marie had
been married for 56 years.
Like her late husband, Marie is
a fine carpenter, albeit with
words rather than wood.

OneOarHelpsOneReachShore

“Wordless”

Three fingers

on your forehead

eyes closed

you reach for words

that desert

your brain

like a mudflat’s

slow shriveling

during days

of drought

or that film

where a fleeing

Mary Pickford

halts and turns

to witness

her pursuer

sinking

inch

by inch

in quicksand.

W
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he chain of events that most
influenced Kathy (Hall) Ledesma ’71 to
focus her life’s work in the area of adoption
took place before she was born.

Her father, Garth Hall, was the last of six
children born to a poor Irish immigrant
family living in northern Ohio. After Garth’s
mother died, his father gave him to the county,
reasoning that he couldn’t provide for one more
child. Garth was adopted by a family who wanted a
girl, and as soon as a daughter arrived he was passed to his
adoptive grandparents, and then later to another relative.
Along the way, he contracted polio, which left him with a
life-long disability.

Kathy says that her father, despite his harrowing experi-
ence, became self-supporting as soon as he could. He graduated
from high school early and left home at age 16.

“His was a tragic adoption story,” Kathy says. “No child
deserves that.” Although his story germinated her desire to
improve life for others, Kathy says that Kalamazoo College,
with its commitment to community service, nurtured that
ambition. Today she works to make sure other children have
family stability and a support system that her father did not.

In Oregon, her permanent home, Kathy is the Statewide
Manager for Adoption Services, overseeing the adoptive process
throughout the entire state. But for at least the next year, she’s
lending her expertise to the federal government, as a national
adoption specialist at the Children’s Bureau of the Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS).

The Children’s Bureau works with state and local agencies
to prevent child abuse and find permanent adoptive homes for
children who can’t safely return to their original homes.

Right now, there are more than half a million children in
foster care, Kathy says. The plan for most of them is to return to

their
natural parents,
many of whom are undergoing treatment
for substance abuse. But for 118,000 children
in foster care, returning home isn’t an option. The
goal for these kids is to find permanent foster
parents.

Kathy winces at the term “adoptable,” which is often
applied only to children younger than nine years old. “We
don’t use that really ugly word,” she says. “ All children are
‘adoptable.’

“We strongly believe every child deserves a permanent
family,” she adds. Unfortunately, once a child reaches age nine,
the likelihood that he or she will be adopted falls dramatically,
Kathy admits. “Yet these are the kids most in need of perma-
nence. If we don’t provide it, we’re putting some very troubled
kids on the street, an act that carries repercussions for us all.”

Children who aren’t able to connect with permanent
families through adoption but instead live in limbo in
temporary foster homes are more likely to become homeless or
turn to crime or drugs in later years.

With Kathy’s help, the Children’s Bureau is initiating a
nation-wide campaign. Its message: “You don’t have to be
perfect to be a perfect parent. There are thousands of teens in

Families
for a Father

Kathy Ledesma is completing
a two-year assignment as a
national adoption specialist
in Washington, D.C. Her
permanent home is in Lake
Oswego, Ore., where she
is the statewide manager
for adoption services.
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foster care who would love to put up with you.” And, in
concert with a group of adoption and child welfare organiza-
tions, the Children’s Bureau has launched the Collaboration to
AdoptUSKids, the goals of which are to find adoptive families
and conduct adoption research. The Collaboration provides
national listings of children who need permanent homes on
its Web site, www.adoptuskids.org.

During her time in Washington, D.C., Kathy also works
to help states get the support they need from the federal gov-
ernment. Although the Adoption and Safe Families Act,
passed in 1997, laid out a number of targets to improve the
lives of foster children, states have yet to reach those goals.
The Act charged states to move quickly to find permanent
homes for children who can’t return to their natural parents.
Under its requirements, one-third of
children placed into foster care must
be adopted within two years of leaving
their original homes. But the median
amount of time it takes from the
moment a child enters foster care until
her adoption is finalized is almost
three years, Kathy says. One of her
tasks while at HHS is to make sure
states get support from the federal
government to close that gap.

About 19,000 children never
experience a permanent family. Instead
they live in foster care until they reach
the age of 18, when states are no
longer responsible for finding homes
for them. Like Garth Hall, those
children find themselves suddenly
thrust into adulthood without the
foundation of a family to help them
through the transition. Kathy is trying
to make sure their experiences are
better than her father’s.

Through the years, she’s relied on
her Kalamazoo College experiences to
help her do that. At “K” Kathy
studied Spanish and immersed herself
in Spanish culture with an extended
stay (six quarters) in Spain. There she
did her Senior Individualized Project which, Kathy admits
bashfully, “wasn’t all that academic,” but did reflect her zeal
for social justice: she performed antiwar street theater. “The
Vietnam War era was a time of great turmoil,” she says, “but
also a time of hope for social justice and social programs. I
became swept up in the times and committed to social work
and social welfare as a result.”

Spanish came in handy soon after Kathy graduated. She
simultaneously applied to the Peace Corps, graduate school,
and Volunteers In Service To America (VISTA), and decided
to cast her lot with whichever organization responded first.
VISTA did, and Kathy moved to Washington State where she
worked as a welfare rights organizer and at a food bank in a
community that was largely Spanish-speaking. Shortly after
this experience, a state social service agency hired her. “They

snapped me up in a nanosecond because of my
language skills.”

Those skills were helpful again years later, when Kathy
and her husband took their children to Ocozocoautla,
Chiapas, Mexico, and volunteered at the Hogar Infantil
Orphanage. “That was a life-changing event for all of us,”
Kathy recalls, some 20 years later. In much the same way
that her father’s story planted in her a seed to serve the
common good, the two years in Mexico seemed to sow a
commitment to social justice in her children, she says. Back
in the United States, their home became open to many others.
The family hosted between 12 and 15 exchange students—
Kathy has lost count—many from South American countries.
Their home served as a sanctuary for the childrens’ friends,

who sometimes needed a place to
stay, Kathy says.

Kathy’s father never had that
kind of safety net. And Kathy
often envisions a different story for
him, one that involves the family
support she is working to create
for others. She remembers her
father as “a Renaissance man,”
who fixed watches and collected
antique cars and exotic fish in his
time off from his factory job. He
was “bright and interested in
absolutely everything, a smart and
self-taught man,” Kathy says. “He
had a fulfilling adulthood, but he
just had no family to fall back on.
Had he had one, able to provide
him with what every child needs
and deserves, his life would’ve
been that much better.”

Had Garth grown up with the
support of a permanent family, his
life might have been more like
that of Luz Maria, whom Kathy
met in Mexico. A local parish
priest asked Kathy if the Hogar
Infantil Orphanage could take in a
boy whose mother had been sent

to a mental hospital after attempting to kill her youngest
daughter. When Kathy went to visit the boy’s home, a small,
three-walled structure, she discovered the boy had two other
sisters. One of them was Luz Maria.

Eventually all four children came to live at Hogar
Infantil, which provided them with needed stability. Under
another set of circumstances, Luz Maria may have had to do
what Garth Hall did—become self-sufficient at age 16 and
forgo any further education. Instead, she was able to choose a
different path. Luz Maria recently graduated from medical
school, Kathy says proudly.

“Luz Maria is an example of what stability and perma-
nency can provide a child.”

Kathy with one of the children she
met at the Hogar Infantil Orphanage
in Ocozocoautla, Chiapas, Mexico.
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Sarah B.
Westfall, Ph.D.,
is the College’s
new Vice
President for
Student
Development and
Dean of Students.
She began her
duties January 2.
Dr. Westfall’s
recent appoint-
ments include dean
of students (2004-2006) and associate
dean of students (2000-2004) at Denison
University (Granville, Ohio). She also
has held administrative positions at
Indiana University (Bloomington), Ivy
Tech State College (Bloomington, Ind.),
and Carleton College (Northfield,
Minn.). She has taught at Indiana
University and Iowa State University
(Ames). Dr. Westfall is widely published
in the field of college student develop-
ment. She is a member of the National
Association of Student Personnel
Administrators and is on the Fulbright
Senior Specialists Program Peer Review
Committee.

Ken Nielsen, Facilities Management, was
a 2006 recipient of the Green Jacket, the
highest award given by the USTA Boys 18
& 16 National Tennis Championships
Tournament. He has been helping with
the tournament for 18 years.

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Education, a journal of the International
Union for Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology, published an article by Laura
Furge, Chemistry, in its April 2006 issue.
The review article, titled “Cytochrome
P450 enzymes in Drug Metabolism and
Chemical Toxicology: An Introduction,”
was part of a mini-series on modern
metabolic concepts the journal ran in
2006 to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the American Society for
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. The
review featured basic concepts about
P450 enzymes and applications for
undergraduate teaching. It also highlight-
ed work done by two students in Laura’s
“Advanced Biochemistry” course: Rachel
Sherman ’05 and Andy Rosko ’05. 

Jim Langeland, Biology, presented at the

founding meeting 
of the European 
Society for Evolutionary 
Developmental Biology in Prague, the
Czech Republic, in August. He spoke
about his research into genetic events
accompanying the evolutionary origin of
vertebrate animals.

Eileen B. Wilson-Oyelaran, President,
was one of four distinguished panelists at
a town hall-style discussion titled
“Higher Education and Career Training.”
The meeting was part of a series called
Business Review Economic Trends 2006
and occurred last September. That same
month, she delivered a keynote address
to the City of Kalamazoo’s 2006 Summit
on Racism. 

Kalamazoo College may be off the
beaten path, but it’s definitely worth a
looksee. That’s according to an article,
“Off the Beaten Path,” by Randal C.
Archibold, that appeared in the July 30
New York Times Education Life section.
The article is part of a series titled
“Redrawing the College Map” and
includes a slide show featuring
Kalamazoo’s Light Fine Arts building and
a section of 20 colleges worth a visit—
and Kalamazoo College is one of the 20.
According to experts quoted in the
article, there is not necessarily a correla-
tion between reputation (think “Ivy”)
and the quality of the undergraduate
experience, and there are institutions that
are not household names (think
“Kalamazoo”) that offer a comparable or
better education. The article compiles a
list of 20 “hidden gems”—a.k.a. “colleges
worth a trip”—that “stress undergraduate
teaching [and] have established or rising
scholarship.” The list is based on the
viewpoints of a dozen higher education
experts, according to the article.
Interestingly, the list also includes
Earlham College and Colorado College,
partners with Kalamazoo College in a
four-year collaborative effort to assess the
extent to which students at these three
institutions become better educated
during their four years in college. The
collaboration is one of six throughout the
country supported by grants from the
Teagle Foundation with the purpose of
proving the effectiveness and additional
value of a liberal arts education. Each
school will administer three nationally-
normed assessment instruments—the

Cooperative Institutional Research
Project Survey, the National Survey of
Student Engagement, and the Collegiate
Learning Assessment (CLA) instru-
ment—and hold student focus groups
and annual data sharing conversations in
order to determine the value added to
students’ intellectual and personal
growth by each institution’s particular
practice of liberal arts education. Each of
the three collaborators also will assess an
area of special interest of their curricu-
lums. In the case of Kalamazoo College,
the area of special interest will be the
elements of its practice of the liberal arts
that enhance the development of inter-
cultural and international understanding. 

And speaking of CLA results, data from
the first groups of Kalamazoo College
students who took the test show that the
Kalamazoo College learning experience
adds value well above expected to the
development of higher order thinking
skills. And this from a test controlled to
isolate the effect of one variable (a partic-
ular undergraduate experience) and
measure actual learning outcomes! The
results are exciting and far more mean-
ingful than U.S. News and World Report
rankings (the difference, say, between
evaluating the attractiveness of a
medicine’s package versus the actual
effectiveness of the medicine against a
particular disease). First, some back-
ground…

“Of all the college-guide publishers,
U.S. News is arguably the one that
collects data the most rigorously and is
most open about how it arrives at its
final numbers,” wrote Nicholas
Confessore (“What Makes a College
Good,” Atlantic, November 2003). “But
for most critics of rankings, the integrity
of the data from U.S. News and its
imitators is not the issue…. According to
critics, what U.S. News-style data actually
measure is … an institution’s wealth in
resources—from smart students to
accomplished faculty members to large
endowments. The logic is that ‘lots of
resources, plus selective admissions,
equals ‘excellence’ in undergraduate
education,’ as Ernest T. Pascarella, a
professor and education researcher at the

Sarah Westfall
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University of Iowa, wrote in a widely
read 2001 critique, published in Change
magazine. Rather than talking of
‘America’s Best Colleges,’ he suggested,
college rankings should be called
‘America’s Most Advantaged Colleges.’”

In part as a response to this criticism,
and in order to better measure the actual
learning output of colleges—not for
ranking purposes but rather for account-
ability and self improvement—the use of
two recent evaluation tools is growing:
the National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) and the Collegiate
Learning Assessment (CLA). Kalamazoo
College uses both. NSSE surveys
students directly about what they do
when they get to college, specifically
behaviors that promote engagement and
institutional practices that promote such
behaviors. According to Confessore,
students provide information “about five
proven ‘benchmarks of effective educa-
tional practices:’ how academically chal-
lenging a school is, how much students
interact with faculty members, how sup-
portive of learning the campus environ-
ment is, how well the institution
promotes ‘active and collaborative
learning,’ and whether the school offers
‘enriching educational experiences.’”
According to Anne Dueweke, the
College’s director of institutional
research, what Kalamazoo College’s
students state in the NSSE survey
validates the educational power of the
K-Plan.

The CLA goes even further, testing
students directly to assess the value an
institution of higher education adds to
the improvement of the following higher
order skills: critical thinking, analytic
reasoning, problem solving, and written
communication.

In essence, the CLA 3-hour test (its
initial trials by the Council for Aid to
Education occurred in 2002) is designed
to measure how well students have
learned to think. The written exam has
two parts. One section includes two
essays, one arguing a point of view on a
particular subject and the other cri-
tiquing an existing argument. The second
section consists of a longer critical
thinking essay. An article on the CLA
appeared in the October 2004 Atlantic.
The article states, “For the initial trials of
the CLA, in 2002, fourteen unidentified
colleges of various sizes supplied 1,365
student test takers who had been lured
with payments of $20 to $25 an hour. In
a series of reports available on the

Council for Aid to Education Web site
(www.cae.org), the CLA researchers say
the test worked. College seniors had sig-
nificantly higher CLA scores than
freshmen with comparable SAT scores,
suggesting that something had improved
with college teaching and had been
measured; some colleges with similar
SAT averages had significantly different
CLA averages, suggesting that the results
had something to do with the nature of
education at the school.” (Italics ours).

Before or during the last academic
year, the entering freshman class (2009)
and then-current seniors (Class of 2006)
took the CLA to provide a snapshot of
the value Kalamazoo College adds to the
development of critical thinking, analytic
reasoning, problem solving, and written
communication. In four years, as seniors,
the Class of 2009 will retake the test. The
CLA tests students directly to determine
the value added by particular learning
experiences to the development of the
higher order thinking skills higher
education seeks to improve. A compari-
son of CLA scores of our first-year
students with those earned by our
seniors show that the Kalamazoo
College learning experience adds value
well above expected to the develop-
ment of these thinking skills. In this
direct measure of educational effec-
tiveness, Kalamazoo College placed in
the top 2.6 percent of the 113 institu-
tions that participated in the CLA.
Now the College is working to uncover
with certainty the specific elements of its
practice of the liberal arts responsible for
CLA results that show its excellence in
what a great college should do—that is:
to graduate students whose ability to
think, analyze, solve problems, and write
far exceed expectations. 

For more information on the
College’s collaborative assessment
project, called the Class of 2009
Longitudinal Study, please see
http://www.kzoo.edu/irgrants/teagle.htm.

Congratulations to two faculty recently
promoted to the rank of professor:
Professor of Biology Paul Sotherland,
and Professor of Political Science Amy
Elman.

Marigene Arnold, Sociology and
Anthropology, is serving as Special
Assistant to the President for Inclusion
and Diversity during the current
academic year. She is responsible for
implementing several of the recommen-
dations outlined in the Planning

Principles for Diversity Report.
“Marigene works with all campus consti-
tutents to foster a campus characterized
by inclusive excellence,” says President
Eileen B. Wilson-Oyelaran.

Eric Staab is the College’s new dean of
admission. Before accepting that position
he had served for 10 years as associate
dean of admission and coordinator of
international admission at Grinnell
College. He also was vice president for
international education at the American
Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admission Officers. Other changes in the
admission area include the following.
Jessica Emhof Fowle ’00 rejoined the
staff as assistant director. Veronica
Minard ’01 joined the staff as an
admission counselor. Jennifer Daoust, a
graduate of Wittenberg University, joined
the staff as an admission counselor.
Kathy Gustafson is the unit’s new
records clerk. And the title for Joellen
Silberman changed from dean of enroll-
ment to vice president for enrollment.

Andrew Koehler is the newest member
of the Kalamazoo College music faculty.
He will direct the Kalamazoo College
Community Orchestra and the
Kalamazoo College Chamber Orchestra,
and he will teach violin. Koehler is the
former conductor of the University of
Chicago Chamber Orchestra. He was one
of 24 professional conductors from 14
countries selected from an applicant pool
of more than 100 candidates to partici-
pate in the weeklong Vakhtang Jordania
International Conducting Competition.
He was among the six finalists in that
competition and won the Audience
Favorite Prize. He studied at Yale
University, where he was principal
second violinist and assistant conductor
for the Yale Symphony Orchestra and the
principal conductor of both major
student-led orchestras: the Berkeley
Orchestra and the Yale Bach Society
Orchestra. He spent two years studying
in Vienna, Austria, as a Fulbright grantee
at Hochschule für Musik, where he
served as music director of two
ensembles: the Amerling Choir and the
Academic Symphony Orchestra. 

Peter Erdi, Physics, published an
opinion paper titled “Computational
Neuropharmacology: Dynamical
Approaches in Drug Discovery” in Trends
in the Pharmacological Sciences, one of
the most prestigious of all pharmacologi-
cal journals. Another of Peter’s papers
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appeared in the Journal of
Neurophysiology. Peter co-organized an
interdisciplinary workshop sponsored by
the National Science Foundation and the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences in
Budapest. Kalamazoo College graduate
Clara School ’05 and current student
Griffin Drutchas ’09 attended, and
Griffin spent an additional week in
Peter’s home lab. Peter delivered a
keynote speech titled “Towards a
Dynamical Neuropharmacology:
Multiscale Modeling” in Athens, Greece,
at the International Conference on
Artificial Neural Networks. He attended
the executive committee meeting of the
European Neural Networks Society. He
also opened the Budapest Semester in
Cognitive Sciences study abroad
program, in which three Kalamazoo
College students participated.

Sarah Lindley, Art, displayed her solo
exhibition “Poppenhuis Rendering:
Dutch Cabinet Houses” at the Jane
Harstook Gallery in the Greenwich
House Pottery, New York, last fall.
Kalamazoo College alumni joined
Professor Lindley for a gallery talk and
opening reception. The exhibition
included large- and small-scale ceramic
sculptures based on 16th- and 17th-
century Dutch Cabinet Houses.

Richard Koenig, Art, had two photo-
graphs accepted to the highly competi-
tive Ann Arbor Art Center’s 2006 Annual:
All Media Exhibition competition. The
two were titled “Untitled (New Chair)”
and “Untitled (Sit).” This year’s show’s
juror, Gregory Wittkopp, director of
Cranbrook Art Museum, awarded
“Untitled (Sit)” the Best of Show Award.

Diane Seuss, English, is a finalist for the
Indiana Review Poetry Prize 2006. The
magazine will publish her poem
“Grammar Lesson” in a forthcoming
issue. And The Georgia Review recently
accepted for publication her poem “I’m
Glorious in My Destruction like an
Atomic Bomb.” 

Gail Griffin, the Ann V. and Donald R.
Parfet Distinguished Professor of English,
won the Lois Cranston Award, a national
poetry competition sponsored by the
journal of women’s art and literature,
CALYX. The judge of competition was
the renowned poet, Alicia Ostriker. Gail’s
poem is posted on CALYX’s web site and
is published in its January issue. We
reprint it with Gail’s permission.

Wayne Wright,
Professor
Emeritus of
Physics, was
elected to the
executive council
of the Acoustical
Society of
America, the
premier interna-
tional scientific
society in acoustics
devoted to the
science and technology of sound. Wayne
is a research fellow at the Applied
Research Laboratories of the University
of Texas at Austin. He studies nonlinear
acoustics, with an emphasis on intense
sounds caused by sparks or other intense
sources. 

Wayne Wright

War Stories
by Gail Griffin

A father’s love is dangerous.
What son wouldn’t die for it?
What red-blooded boy wouldn’t mount
the slab and stretch out
while the old man hones the blade 
glinting in the moonlight?
hearts in duet: See, Father, see 
how I love you?

And when the righteous hand is stayed and the blade 
falls to the earth, they both rise up, 
feeling blessed, lucky, grateful for their lives,
which they’ll rededicate, they’ll sacrifice, 
they’ll make a religion of this.

No end to what a son will take 
in the father’s name—
thorns in the skull, nails in the hand.
He’ll drink vinegar and swear it’s wine.
He’ll hang crosswise in the wind 
for hours believing he’ll wind up 
in his father’s arms. 

Night comes on. Saturn rises 
in his monstrous hunger.
He raises his sons in his clumsy fist,
tears them with his dogged teeth. 
Their blood slides down his chin, 
he crushes their bones to pulp,
sucks down their hearts and livers and
loves them, oh, man, oh, brother, 
how he loves them.



Antone spoke a few words in Swahili, the boy
answered, then Antone replied, “He’s about 16.”  

“Why isn’t he in school?” I asked.
A further exchange of information between the

handyman and his helper. “He’s not in school now
because he finished three years ago.  His father wants
him to go to electrician school, but he’s waiting until his
father has enough money to send him.”

“He’s been waiting three years to go to school?
When does he think he will go?”

“Maybe in a year or two,” replied Antone after trans-
lating the question for his helper.

I was speechless, connecting the dots of this young
man’s life.  They led nowhere.

“Why can’t he understand us, Antone?” I asked.
“Don’t all children in Tanzania learn English?”  I knew
this was so; in fact, to teach English was one of the
reasons I had come to Tanzania.

“The children don’t learn much English in primary
school,” Antone responded flatly.  “But if he goes to
trade school, he will have to read and study in English.
He must learn English then.”

I was stunned by this boy’s dilemma.
“What’s his name?” I said. 
“Zawadi,” Antone answered.
“Tell Zawadi I will teach him English every day if he

wants to learn.”
Antone spoke at length with Zawadi, who nodded

and continued nodding as he listened.  Zawadi and I
looked at each other for the first time.  

As Antone spoke to Zawadi, I listened carefully,
trying to make sense out of the language I had studied
with books and tapes for the previous 18 months.  The
only word I recognized was Zawadi.  It means “gift” 
in Kiswahili.  It turned out to be the perfect name 
for this boy.

Two days later Zawadi and I were seated on our
front porch studying.  We were reviewing the alphabet
when, out of the corner of my eye, I saw a slightly built
man stride purposefully into our yard through the
opening in the tall bougainvillea hedge that surrounded
our house.  The man made a beeline for Antone who
was chipping holes out of the concrete walls of our
house so that he could somehow screw mosquito netting
over the windows.

The two conversed in Kiswahili, but I didn’t pay
much attention because I didn’t know the man, and I
surely didn’t know what he was saying.  As purposefully
as he entered, he departed, his white, unbuttoned short-
sleeved dress shirt flapping out behind him.

Antone said, “Mr. Msangi said he wants his other
son to study English too. He’ll be sending him over as
soon as he finishes school today.”  

“Oh, really?” I thought.  
And that was the moment I met Mr. Msangi,

Zawadi’s father.  Here was a man to be reckoned with.
He hadn’t asked if I would teach his other son; he had
stated it would be done, and that I would do it.  As I
thought about this I discovered I was pleased.  I had no

problem teaching two kids instead of one, and I liked
the fact that the father felt it was important for both of
his children to learn English. Mr. Msangi seemed to be a
smart and fair man.  

And so, later that day,
I met Freeman, the 12-
year old son of Grace
and Abraham Msangi, a
spunky kid with his
father’s leadership
qualities already evident.
I began teaching Zawadi
and Freeman English,
but I can see that my
education was taking off
too.  The Msangi family
became our closest
neighbors; they were our
teachers in all things
Tanzanian.  They took us
under wing and helped us
solve problems before we
even knew we had them.  In a short time Zawadi and
Freeman had free run of our house, bringing other
siblings and neighborhood kids around, providing us
with a unique opportunity to understand life in Tanzania
from their perspective.  Because the Msangis accepted us
into their lives, others did as well.  Without the support
of our neighbors, life in Marangu would have been very
different—less safe, less rich.

After that day, I don’t remember many mornings
which didn’t begin with a hearty greeting from Mr.
Msangi.  At 8 AM he’d stride into our yard with a smile
and his usual greeting:  “Mama Linda!!  Father Jimy!!
Habari za asubuhi?"  (How is your morning?)

To which I learned to reply with equal gusto and
volume:  “Mr. Msangi!  Nzuri kabisa!”  (It’s a perfect
morning!)  “Habari za kazi?”   (How goes the work?)

To which he would reply: “Nina kazi mengi.”  
(I have lots of work today.) 

To which I replied:  “Pole sana.”  (Well, don’t work
too hard.)   

It became a ritual we both enjoyed.

Zawadi (right) and his brother
Freeman consult a map
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enior Lauren Waltersdorf traveled to
Rhode Island Hospital to work with third-year
resident Todd Wood ’00, M.D. It’s hard to know who
provided more to whom.

“I lived on the hospital campus and shadowed Todd
and many of his colleagues in different departments of the
hospital,” says Lauren. “Thanks to that experience I am more
eager than ever to apply for and attend medical school,
become a resident and, eventually, a great physician.”

Lauren’s two-week externship fell during a rotation in
which Todd made admissions to the medical service of the
hospital. Says Lauren, “During the 10-hour shifts we went
from the ER to the trauma bay, learning about patients from
other doctors, analyzing labs and radiology work, and
eventually talking with patients directly, learning their
stories. I was able to see initial presenting symptoms of the
patients, the work up and analysis leading to diagnosis, and
the predicted treatment.”

Todd, who earned his medical degree from Case
Western Reserve University, made sure Lauren worked in
various hospital departments and witnessed procedures and
surgeries of special interest. “I really appreciated that Todd
and his colleagues were residents,” says Lauren, “with
medical school fresh in their minds. They were brutally

honest with me about medicine and being a doctor; many even
tried to talk me out of it. They revealed to me how they dealt with the pressures of their jobs, but they also
showed me their passion for medicine and gratification from serving others.”

Todd found the externship valuable in two ways. First, it provided perspective on the value of his
undergraduate experience. Second, and most important, the experience prompted him to pause and
ponder important questions.

Regarding the medical school preparation, Todd says, “Grades and scores will get you offered inter-
views, but it was the life experiences that set me apart in interviews and, later, allowed me to practice the
profession with a confidence and social awareness that often seems in excess of my actual years of experi-
ence.” And this he credits to outcomes of the “core Kalamazoo College experience: foreign language
fluency, cross-cultural immersion, social activism, and scholarly investigation.”

Working with Lauren, he came to appreciate anew the “unique experiences that ‘K’ plasters on its
glossy ads and Web site. Turns out those were excellent reasons to choose Kalamazoo College,” he says.
“Nothing approximates the real world better than life experiences, and success with those experiences
looks like surrogate real-world success in the eyes of admission deans and employers. We would joke in
med school about the hypothetical student who had a 4.0 GPA as an undergrad and a near perfect MCAT
score but who never saw the outside of the library. The joke was that his skills and résumé qualified him
to be a renowned coroner. None of us wanted him to touch a living patient. The joke was dumb med
school humor (a product of formaldehyde fumes in the pathology lab) but the sentiment rings true.”

But even more important to Todd than the new perspective Lauren’s externship provided on his under-
graduate preparation was an invigorating engagement with the simple question: “Why?”

“Why did I end up in the field of medicine? Why did I choose internal medicine and subsequently
cardiology? Why do I enjoy this lifestyle (or lack thereof)? Why do I dread dealing with a specific patient
or type of patient? The answers to these questions affect my every daily action, how I go about my job and
practice my profession, but I rarely explore them. That is, until I have an extern at my side asking them.
And in answering all of the ‘whys,’ I refocused on my own goals, strengths, shortcomings, and principles.
When I didn’t have an answer, I questioned what was keeping me from self-understanding in that area.
Maybe I didn’t ask that question quite that directly, but I found myself reflecting a little longer the next
time I encountered the subject in my practice.

“In this way the externship experience with Lauren helped me achieve a stronger sense of my relation
to my own profession.”

Provision in Providence:
News from the Center for Career Development
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Scholarship
Honors
Molly Sellman

The late Molly Kristine
Sellman ’71 loved her Kalamazoo
College experience. Her parents,
John and Barbara, have honored
their daughter’s memory, and her
love for her alma mater, with a
generous gift to create the Molly K.
Sellman Memorial Scholarship. That
scholarship will enable others to enjoy
the learning experience Molly so loved.

Molly came to Kalamazoo College in
1967. She majored in biology, did her career
service internship at the Salk Institute for
Biological Studies (La Jolla, Calif.), and
studied abroad in Strasbourg, France. Molly
earned an M.B.A. from the University of
Michigan (1986) and a law degree from the
Detroit College of Law (1994). At the time of her
death, she was working for Westlaw, West
Publishing’s online legal research service.

“We are proud to honor our daughter’s life by
establishing the Molly K. Sellman Memorial
Scholarship,” says Barbara. “It’s exciting for us to help a
deserving student to further her education with this
endowment to Kalamazoo College.”

The first recipient is Amber Cuessen. She is a
sophomore from Lake Odessa, Michigan, who plans to
major in biochemistry and earn a minor in art or art history.
She hopes to study abroad in China or Kenya and attend
medical school after graduating from Kalamazoo College.

“I am so honored and grateful to the Sellmans for this
scholarship,” says Amber. “Not only do I appreciate it finan-
cially, but I also value the connection I now have with Molly’s
memory. It’s amazing how close I feel to someone I have
never met.”
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